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TIMMENS K. LUDGATE, A. B. 
Stanborough College, Watford, England; Vincent Hill College, Mussoorie, India; 
Washington Missionary College; Graduate study at S. D. A. Theological Seminary; 
Evangelistic work Gujarat Mission,lndia,1925-1932; Business manager and English 
Instructor, Western India Training School, 1932-33; Superintendent, Gujarat Local 
MisSion, 1934~37; Evangelistic work, Delhi, India, 1937-1941; Instructor in Bible 
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B"ttie Creek Academy, 1913-1914. Principal, Meiktila Technical School, Burma, 
1915-1922. Educdtional Superintendent, Florida Conference, 1923-1927. Princip"I, 
Forest lake Academy, 1927-1929. Normal Director, Southern Junior College, 
1930-1938; Instructor, Social Sciences, 1938-1940; Instructor, English 1940-
GEORGE J. NELSON, 8. 5., M. S. 
Emm"nuel Missionary College; University of Colorado. Instructor, Adelphian 
Academy,1932-1934. Principal, HighSchool, Two Buttes, Colorado,1935-1937. 
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Assllm Mission, India, 1935-1942. Instructor, Theology, Southern Junior College, 
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OLIVE ROGERS-BATSON, 8. Mus. 
Mississippi St"te Te"chers' College, W"shington MissioMry College} University 
of Chattanooga. Instructor, Pi "no and Expression, Alabam,,-Mississippi Ac"demy, 
1934-35. Instructor, Pi"no and Expression, Southern Junior College, 1937-
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Color.sdo College; Union College; University of Nebraskc!; Sh.snghai Langu.sgt 
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(China) 1939-1940; Instructor, Pre-medIcine, China Training Institute (Hong Kon!), 
1940-1942; Instructor, Biology c!nd M.sthematics, Southern Junior College, 1942-
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Union College; The University of Nebraska; The University of Oklahoma. Treasurer, 
Instructor in Accounting and Secretarial Trdining, Oshawa Missionary College, 1928-
1935. Treasurer, Instructor in Accounting and Secretarial Trllining, Cllnadian Junior 
College, 1935-1938. Instructor, Secretdrial Training, Union College, 1938· 
1941. Instructor, Secretarial Training, Southwestern Junior College, 1941·1942. 
nstructor, Business Administrdtion, Southern Junior College, 1942-
GEORGE B. DEAN, A. B. 
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High School, Kline, Colorado, 1934-1935. Instructor, Science lind Mathematics, 
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Teacher Training Department, 1942-
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American Conservatory of Music; North Texas State Tec!chers' College. Assistant 
in Music, Pacific Union College, 1915-1917. Instructor in Voice, Lodi Academy, 
1917-1918. Director of Music, Gem State Academy, 1919-1920. Voice and Pipe 
Organ, Pacific Union College, 1920-1926. Director of Music, Southwestern Junior 
College, 1926-1942. Director of Music, Southern Junior College, 1942-
NELLIE R. FERREE, A. B. 
W.sshington Missionary College. Instructor, Elementary School, Cococ!, Florid., 
1923-1929. Instructor, Elementary School, Orlando, Florida, 1929-1934. In" 
structor, Elementc!ry School, Mic!mi, Florida, 1934-1936. Elementc!ry Supervisor, 
Southern Junior College, 1936-1938, 1940-
DORA L. GREVE, A. B. 
Emmanuel MissioMry College. Elementary T ec!ching Lake Union Conference, 
1926-1936. Teaching China Division, 1936-1940. Critic Teacher, Southern Junior 
College,1942-
MAUDE I. JONES, A. B. 
Mississippi Stat~ ColI~ge for Women; University of Chicago) Univ~rsity of Georg'", 
George Peabody College for Teachers) The University of Tennessee. Instructor, 
Mississippi Public Schools, 1894-1897. Instructor, Latin, Mississippi Stat~ College 
for Women, 1899-1905. Instructor, Latin and Mdthematics, Higbee School, Mem-
phis, T~nnessee, 1908-1912. Instructor, English GrId Ldtin, Southern Junior 
College, 1917-
EDYTHE COBET-WILLIAMS, R. N., B. S. 
Floridd Sanitdrium and Hospital School of Nursing; Washington Missionary Col-
I~ge. Director, Health Service for Women, Instructor in Nursing Education, South~rn 
Junior ColI~ge, 1934-
THEODORA WIRAK, A. B. 
Union College. Treasurer, Instructor in Bookkeeping, Southern Junior College, 
1936-1937; Registrar, 1937-
WALTER E. WILLIAMS, R. N. 
Florida Sdnitarium and Hospital School of Nursing. Private duty nursing, 1931-
1935. Director, Health Service for Men, Instructor, Physical Educdtion, Southern 
Junior ColI~ge, 1936-
CLYDE C. CLEVELAND, A. B., M. B. A. 
Emmanuel Missionary College, Northwestern University. Treasurer, Assistant 
Business Manager, Accountant, Instructor in Accounting and History, Broadview 
Academy, 1936-1942. Treasurer, Accountant, Instructor in History, Southern Junior 
College,1942-
CLIFFORD A. RUSSELL 
University of Michigdn. Teacher, Public Schools, Michigdn, 1889-1904. Ed-
uc.tional and Missionary Volunteer Secretary, West Michigan Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists, 1905-1908. Principal, Battle Creek Academy, 1908-1910. 
Minister, West Michigan Conference of Seventh-ddY Adventists, 1911. Educdtional 
and Missionary Volunteer Secr~tary, Lake Union Confer~nce of Seventh-day Ad-
ventists,1912-1920. Missionary Vol unteer Secretdry, General Conference of Seventh 
day Adventists, 1920-1922; Educational Secretary, 1922-1936. Educdtional and 
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COMMITIEE 
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Timmens K. Ludgate 
Daniel Walther 
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HISTORY 
The year eighteen hundred ninety-three marked the beginning of the 
educational work of Seventh-day Adventists in the South. At that time, 
a small school, afterward to be known as the Southern Training Scf,ool, 
was established in Graysville, Tennessee. Twenty-three years later, 
there was a change both in name and location, and now Southern Junior 
College at Collegedale, Tennessee, serves the Seventh-day Adventist 
constituency of the Southeastern states. 
Nineteen hundred sixteen saw Southern Junior College begin its 
struggle for existence on a farm with iln estimated value of $12,000 and 
with only seven or eight real houses. Cabins, tents, and other tem-
porary structures played an important part in those early days. 
Nineteen hundred forty-three dawned upon an established plant with 
a pres,ent worth of $423,745 and with buildings and equipment as 
follows: An administration hall, a demonstration-school building, two 
large dormitories, a gymnasium, a hosiery mill, a woodcraft shop, a 
print shop, a broom factory, a dairy barn, a garage, a horse barn, a milk 
house, and twenty-one residences. Surely in the light of this remarkable 
growth, one is constrained to exclaim, "What hath God wrought!" 
In an effort to carry out the instruction given in the Spirit of Prophecy 
as to the three-fold education of the youth, Southern Junior College 
offers training which fits one for work in religious, professional, business, 
or vocationdl fields. The sincere hope of the institution is that many of 
its students, under the influence of an atmosphere which is permeated by 
Christian faith and Christian ideals, may catch the vision of evangelism 
and be led to devote their lives to the gospel ministry; that others, under 
the guidance of those who have attained the coveted goal of excellent 
scholarship combined with unaffected piety, may follow the gleam of 
intellectual development, and dedicate their talents to the teaching pro-
fession; that still others, because of the stress which is placed upon the 
dignity of labor, may turn their attention to the practical side of life, and 
be led to give consecrated service in the world of industries and of 
business. 
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This hope is destined to reach its glad fruition only when, from year 
to year, there comes to -Southern Junior College the assurance that it 
has instilled into the youth who have sojourned within its walls, prin-
ciples of such rugged sincerity and fearless integrity that each one, as 
he goes forth to meet the future, will pledge himself unhesitatingly to 
help satisfy "the greatest want of the world, the want of men-of men 
who will stand for right though the heavens fall." 
The College is situated on the Atlanta Division of the Southern Rail-
way, eighteen miles east of Chattanooga, on a beautiful six-hundred 
acre estate. This rural environment has been one of the strongest factors 
in the development of the institution, in th<1t it has furnished the isolation 
so necessary to genuine progress. 
PURPOSE 
The primary objectives of Southern Junior College are the develop-
ment of refined, Christian character and the training of workers for the 
missionary enterprises which the Seventh-day Adventist denomination is 
carrying on in all parts of the world. 
The school is open to' all worthy persons of reasonably good health 
who come for the purpose of doing faithful work. Those who have 
little desire to study or who are careless in their deportment are not 
encouraged to enter. 
Young people should remember that this school is a Christian in-
stitution. Unless they are willing to give due respect to the word of 
God, the Sabbath, worship and other religious exercises, they should 
not apply for admittance. 
ACCREDITATION 
Southern Junior College is fully accredited by, or is a member of 
the following organizations: Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools, Tennessee State Department of Education, Amer-
ican Association of Junior Colleges, Southern Association of Private 
Schools, Tennessee College Association, Mid-South Association of 
Private Schools, and Seventh-day Adventist Board of Regents. 
.,t:/caJe"uc R~ioM 
ADMISSION REOUIREMENTS 
The school is open to young men and young women above the eighth 
grade, of good moral character and of reasonably sound health, who are 
willing to live in harmony with its principles and regulations, and who 
come for the purpose of doing faithful work. While no religious test is 
applied, all are required to show proper respect for spiritual things, 
for the Scriptures, for divine worship, and all are expected to attend 
church services. 
It is distinctly understood that every student who appl ies for admission 
to the College thereby pledges himself to observe all its regulations. 
If this pledge is broken, it follows that by such infraction he forfeits his 
membership in the school, and is retained only on the forbearance of 
the faculty. It is also a part of the student's contract that he, to the best 
of his ability, will perform all the industrial duties assigned him. 
It is not the policy 0f this school to give employment to any individual 
who is not registered as a student. 
REGISTRATION 
Registration begins Monday, September 13, 1943, at 9:00 a. m. It 
is highly desirable that all students enter at the beginning of the school 
year. Experience has demonstrated the fact that any student who en'ters 
school late places upon himself a serious handicap at the outset. This is 
particularly true in such courses as mathematics and Rrst year language. 
Therefore, students who come more than two weeks late will not be 
enrolled for full class work, and they may be denied entrance to certain 
courses because of the diffculty of making up work. 
The fifteen per cent penalty rule, explained on page 15, will apply 
to late registrants in the same manner as it applies to those who miss 
classes during the school year. 
COLLEGE ENTRANCE REOUIREMENTS 
Graduates of accredited four-year secondary schools, presenting 
official transcripts, will be granted entrance to the junior college courses 
provided specific course requirements are met. 
Graduates of unaccredited schools, presenting official transcripts of 
at least sixteen acceptable units and meeting specific course require-
ments, may qualify for college admission by passing entrance examinations. 
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Students entering college dre required to tdke the specidl pldcement 
examindtions to be conducted by the English Depdrtment prior to the reg-
uldr registrdtion periods in September dnd January. These examinations 
will test the student's proficiency in spelling, grdmmar, punctudtion, dnd 
sentence structure; his vocdbularYi dnd, through dn impromptu theme, his 
dbility to present his ideas in logicdl sequence with clarity dnd eFfective-
ness. On the bdsis of these tests students will be cldssified. Those who 
prove deficient in this respect will not be dllowed to enro!1 in the class 
in Composition and Rhetoric unless they enter the cldss in Introductory 
English, for which no credit is given but tuition is chdrged. They must 
complete sdtisfactorily the latter course before they Cdn receive credit 
for Composition dnd Rhetoric. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
A student pldnning to enter this college for the first time should request 
the principdls of the schools previously dttended, to send transcripts of 
all grades direct to the Registrdr of Southern Junior College in dmple time 
to be eVdludted before the opening ddY of school. Fdilure to do so may 
result in delayed registration and unsatisfactory classification. Blanks 
for this purpose wi II be furnished upon request. All transcripts become 
the property of the school. 
Upon completion of a curriculum at Southern Junior College a state-
ment of the final grade is issued without charge. For each additional 
transcript, a chdrge of one dollar will be mdde. 
,'lo diplomd or grade trdnscript will be issued dny student until dll 
school bills have been Pdid. 
STUDENT LOAD 
Four units each in grades nine dnd ten, dnd four dnd one-half units 
edch in grddes eleven d'nd twelve of the College Prepdratory Depdrtment, 
and thirty-two semester hours in the Collegiate Depdrtment, constitute 
full work for d school year of nine months. Requests for more thdn full 
work mdY be mdde to the Registrar; but not more thdn Five units in the 
College Prepdratory Depdrtment, nor thirty-six semester hours in the 
Collegidte Depdrtment will be allowed dny student in dn aCddemic year 
of thirty-six weeks; nor will permission to cdrry extra work be sranted 
to dny student who hds not mdintained d B dverdge in scholdrship the 
preceding semester. 
Students who edrn pdrt of their expenses while in school should pldn 
to deduct credit hours in proportion to the amount of labor performed 
each week. 
Students who enter the College Idte may not be permitted to register 
for full school work nor for certdin courses. 
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CHANGES IN CLASS SCHEDULE 
Students may change their program without charge, upon approval of 
the Registrar and teachers concerned, during the first two weeks of each 
semester. A fee of one dollar will be charged for change of program 
dfter the first two weeks. 
No student may enter or drop dny class without presenting to the in-
structor of that class a permit fro~ the Registrar. This permit must be 
countersigned by the instructor and returned by the student to the Regis-
trar. No student will be considered dropped from a class, and tuition 
will continue, until such a permit has been properly signed and returned. 
A course dropped after the first nine weeks, unless on account of 
illness or other unavoidable circumstances, will be entered on the per-
manent records as a failure. A course dropped without permission at 
any time will be recorded as a failure. 
No grades wi II be recorded for a student who has not been properly 
registered for a course. 
ABSENCES AND EXCUSES 
Regular attenddnce at all classes and chdpel is expected of every 
student. 
A student whose absences from a class during a semester exceed the 
number of credit hours for that course (five absences for a unit course on 
the secondary level) will have his semester grade in that course reduced 
as follows: 
1. One hour course 
One absence is allowed without affecting the grade. The second 
absence reduces the grade two letters. Fifteen per cent of total 
class appointments (3) missed gives an "Fa." 
2. Two hour courses 
Two absences are allowed without affecting the grade. The third 
absence reduces the grade one letter. The fourth absence reduces the 
grade two letters. Fifteen per cent of total class appointments (5) 
missed gives an "Fa." 
3. Three hour courses 
Three absences are allowed without affecting the grade. The fourth 
absence reduces the grade one letter. The sixth absence reduces the 
the grade two letters. Fifteen per cent of the total dass appoint-
ments (8) missed gives an "Fa." 
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4. Four hour courses 
Four absences are allowed without affecting the grade. The fifth 
absence reduces the grade one letter. The eighth absence reduces 
the grade two letters. Fifteen per cent of total class appointments 
(11) missed gives an "Fa." 
5. One unit courses 
Five absences are allowed without affecting the grade. The sixth 
dbsence reduces the grade one letter. The tenth absence reduces the 
grade two letters. Fifteen per cent of total class appointments (14) 
missed gives an "Fa." 
Any student who receives an "Fa" (failure due to too many absences) 
will have to repeat the course in a subsequent year. 
An absence from a laboratory period is counted as one absence. 
A taridness is counted as an absence unless explained satisfactorily 
to the instructor at the close of the class period. 
Three tardinesses are counted as one absence. 
An absence incurred the last time a class meets before a vacation, or 
the first time after a vacation, will carry a double penalty. 
Chapel services are held three times each week. Three absences 
from chapel are allowed in one semester. If a student permits more than 
than three unexcused absences from chapel to accumulate, he will be 
asked to pay a penalty ~ne of one dollar in cash before he is permitted 
to continue his class work. Any absence from classes caused by suspen-
sion due to irregularity in chapel attenddnce will be counted. 
The student may apply to the faculty for exemption in case of serious 
illness or for other causes not under his control where the absences 
would result in a penalty to his grade. 
Absences for sickness shall be reported the first time the student comes 
back to class after the sickness. The Hearth Officer shall fill out and 
turn in to the registrar's office all absence blanks for sickness. 
GRADE REPORTS 
Reports of scholarship and deportment are made in duplicate to parents 
.nd students at the close of each school period of six weeks. All se-
mester grad~s are permdnently recorded bytheCollege forfuture reference. 
The following system of marking is used: A, superior; 8, above <'Iverage; 
C, average; D, below averagej E, incomplete; F, failure; W, honorable 
withdrawalj DW, dishonorable withdr<'lw<'ll. A passing grade in group 
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work-such as orchestra, chorus, and physical education-is recorded 
as C. 
Unless acceptable explanation, such as serious illness, can be given, 
a student whose work is reported unsatisfactory may be asked to withdraw 
from school. 
QUALITY POINTS 
Three quality points are given for each semester hour or unit of credit 
for an A grade, two quality points for a B grade, and one quality point 
for a C grade. D grade carries no quality points. Students completing 
any junior college course of stuJy must possess at least as many quality 
points as credit hours. 
HONORS 
·A college student of good character whose record at the time of 
graduation shows no grade below C and with an honor-point rating 
of 2.45 or above, will be granted an "Honors" diploma. 
CREDIT EVALUATION 
A "unit" is defined as the amount of credit granted for one high school 
subject satisfactorily pursued during a year of thirty-six weeks, with 
forty-five minute recitation periods, Five days a week, or the equivalent. 
A "semester hour" represents the credit granted when a college subject 
is successfully pursued through a semester of eighteen weeks with one 
sixty-minute-hour of recitation a week. 
"INCOMPLETES" AND EXAMINATIONS 
A student who redeems an "incomplete" will receive a grade of D 
unless otherwise voted by the faculty. 
An incomplete becomes a failure if not removed within one year. 
Special examinations are given when justiFied by circumstances, such 
as sickness or necessary absence from the campus. A fee of one dollar 
is charged for each special examination. Instructors may give such exami-
nations only upon evidence of properly signed receipts. 
A re-·examination is permitted only upon vote of the faculty. 
AUDITING CLASSES 
A student may audit a course only by special permission. No credit 
is given for courses audited. The tuition charge is one-half that of credit 
courses. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Each year a course in physical education is required of all students, 
except those excused by our school nurses. 
CORRESPONDENCE WORK 
Because of the position taken by the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools and by the State of Tennessee with respect to 
accredited institutions accepting correspondence credits, Southern Junior 
College is not in position to accept such credits. 
EXTENSION COURSES 
Southern Junior College offers no extramural instruction; therefore 
all work for which credit is given must be completed in residence. 
1943 SUMMER SESSION 
It is the plan of the College during the summer of 1943 to conduct a 
twelve weeks' summer session divided into two terms of six weeks each. 
A richer offering of subjects will be given than during previous summers. 
This should prove attractive for any contemplating summer study during 
1943. This is in harmony with the acceleration plan as recommended by 
the federal government and educational organizations. 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
The extent to which students may participate in extracurricu lar acti-
vities is subject to regulation, in order to help them maintain satisfactory 
standards of scholarship. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
1. The minimum requirement for graduation from the College Pre-
paratory Department is sixteen units, part of which is prescribed and part 
is elective. Details of the courses offered may be found elsewhere in 
this catalogue. The minimum requirement for graduation from junior 
college courses is sixty-six semester hours, including two hours of physical 
education. 
2. Quality points equal to the number of semester hours of work 
covered will be required for graduation from any junior college course. 
College students, therefore, must maintain an average of C or better to 
be eligible for graduation. College Preparatory students must maintain 
an average of C to be recommended For college. 
3. The year preceding a student's graduation must be spent in study 
at Southern Junior College. At least three units or twenty-Four semester 
hours of credit must be earned in residence. 
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4. No credit toward graduation is given for one year of language. 
5. Transcripts of all courses completed in other schools must be on 
file before a student's work can be checked for graduation. College 
entrance requirements must be met as a prerequisite for the completion 
of any college course. 
6. All resident candidates for graduatio~ must be members of the 
senior class. 
7. Since the institution has but one graduation exercise a year, at 
the end of the winter session, candidates completing their requirements 
in the summer will be graduated the following spring. 
JUNIORS 
No student will be admitted to the junior class who lacks, upon 
completion of the classes for which he is registered, more than five units 
or thirty-six hours of finishing his course, who is short in quality points, 
or who has an "incomplete." 
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Each student entering this College defrays only a part of the actual 
cost of his instruction and maintenance. The total cost of instruction 
and maintenance for each student is not entirely met by the amount of 
cash paid or labor performed in accordance with the requirements of the 
~gures set forth in this section. The operating de~cit of the College is 
covered by gifts, subsidies, and funds from other sources. The educational 
opportunity afforded each student in Southern Junior College represent5 
a large investment in buildings and equipment averaging more than fifteen 
hundred dollars for each student enrolled. 
ENTRANCE DEPOSITS 
At the time of admission an entrance deposit is required of all students 
as follows: dormitory students, $50.00 i resident students, college or 
prepardtory, $20.00 i resident elementary students, $10.00. For the 
summer school the deposit is $3!:!.00 for dormitory students and $20.00 
for resident students. 
This deposit is held as a guarantee that each periodic statement will 
be paid when presented. It cannot be drawn upon during the school 
term under any circumstances either for cash or for the payment of a school 
bill or for any personal expenses. It is refunded as a credit on the state-
ment for the findl period of the school year. There is no exception to this 
rule unless special arrangements are made with the management of the 
college and the president of the student's home conference through the 
church pastor or district leader. 
FIXED CHARGES-COLLEGE 
Four Week Period 
Items 
* Tuition (16 semester hours) 
Dormitory Rent 
Laundry (basic) 
Medical 
Board (This allows $2 per period above 
minimum charge) 
Period Total 
Yearly Total (9 periods) 
Girls 
$19.00 
12.00 
3.20 
.80 
17.00 
52.00 
468.00 
* Sixteen semester hours is considered full school work. 
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Boys 
$19.00 
12.00 
3.20 
.80 
20.00 
55.00 
495.00 
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Items 
* Tuition (4 units) 
Dormitory Rent 
L"undry (basic) 
Medical 
Board (average) 
FIXED CHARGES-ACADEMY 
Girls 
$15.00 
12.00 
3.20 
.80 
17.00 
Period Total 48.00 
437.00 Yearly T ota I (9 Periods) 
* Four units is considered full school work. 
TUITION CHARGES 
Boys 
$15.00 
12.00 
3.20 
.80 
20.00 
51.00 
459.00 
The charges for tuition for the regular school year of nine periods 
are as follows: 
College 
Each Period School year 
18 Semester Hours ............................ 21.00 ................................ 189.00 
*16 Semester Hours ................................ 19.00 ................................ 171.00 
12 Semester Hours ................................ 15.00 ................................ 135.00 
8 Semester Hours ................................ 11.00 ................................ 99.00 
*16 Semester hours is considered full school work. 
Academy 
5 Units or Subjects ................................ 18.00 ................................ 162.00 
*4 Units or Subjects ................................ 15.00 ................................ 135.00 
3 Un i ts 0 r Subj ects ............................... 12.00 ................................ 108.00 
2 Un its or Subjects................................ 9.00................................ 81.00 
*4 Units is considered full school work. 
Elementary 
Grades I - 111.. .......................................... 5.00 ................................ 45.00 
Grades IV - VL ...................................... 6.00................................ 54.00 
Grades VII and VIIL ............................. 7.00 ................................ 63.00 
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Assuming that all young people come to Southern Junior College for 
the express purpose of obtaining an education, and since those working 
their entire way have time for one-half of a full class load, all students 
are urged to carry at least half school work. 
As an encouragement to do this, a minimum charge for tuition will be 
made on that basis. 
Private work is discouraged, and no credit will be given for such 
work unless satisfactory arrangements have been made in advance with 
th e Registrar. The charge for private work is the same as regular tuition 
pi us tutoring fee. 
SEMESTER FEES 
Laboratory Fees (College classes General (Includes both College 
only unless Academy is indicated) and Acadmey students; elementary 
Bacteriology 6.00 students only when indicated) 
Chemistry 6.00 Band, Choir, Chorus, & 
Chemistry-Academy 3.00 Orchestra 2.00 
Clothing & T exti les 2.50 Instrument Rental 2.00 
Foods & Nutrition 6.00 Dispensary Service (Students 
Manual Arts 2.50 
Normal Arts 2.50 residing outside dormitory) 3.00 
Physical Education 2.00 Lecture Course 1.25 
Physics 6.00 Matriculation 5.00 
Physics_Academy 3.00 Matriculation-Elementary .50 
Physiology 6.00 Piano Rent (1 hour per day) 6.00 Qualitative & Quantitative (2 hours per day) 10.00 Analysis 6.00 
Radio 10.00 School Suppl ies_Elementary .50 
Secreta ria I Practice 4.00 Typing (1 hour per day) 4.50 
Zoology 6.00 Typing (2 hours per day) 7.50 
No Fees are refundabl e. 
OTHER CHARGES 
Special Period Charges 
Expression 
Music Lessons_Instrument, 
Pipe Organ, Piano, Voice 
Music Lessons-Elementary 
Pipe Organ Rental 
Special Charges 
Change of Program 
Diploma 
5.00 
5.00 
2.50 
7.00 
1.00 
4.00 
Entrance Examination 1.00 
Key Deposit 1.00 
Special Examination 1.00 
Transcript (except first one) 1.00 
Transportation to Chattanooga, 
regular trip .75 
Special trip 2.50 
Transportation to Ooltewah, 
special trip .50 
• 
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CHARGES FOR MUSIC 
The charge for all private music instruction is $5.00 per four-week 
period, except to children in the first eight grades to whom a sp~cial 
price of $2.50 per four-week period for twenty-minute lessons is made. 
Students who enroll for music are expected to continue lessons for at 
least one-half year. 
No refund on lessons will be given to students who drop their work 
during a four-week period. In no case will lessons which are lost on 
account of the student's absence be made up. 
FEDERAL FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT 
In order to comply with the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act, common-
ly known as the Wage and Hour Law, it is necessary to pay certain mini-
mum rates per hour in the campus industries. This will necessitate a gen-
eral raise of wages. Consequently, there wi!! be a corresponding in-
crease in charges. 
DORMITORY EXPENSE 
A room charge of $3.00 a week is made to each student who resides 
in a dormitory, except to one occupying a room with private bath in the 
new addition, in which case the charge will be $3.50. On this basis two 
students are expected to occupy one room. The charge includes a maxi-
mum of 120 watts of electric light and steam heat. Laundry is charged 
at the rate of $3.20 per four-week period as a miminum. If the total 
charge for the period on a piece basis exceeds this, the actual charge 
is made rather than the minimum. Medical care is charged at the rate of 
80 cents per period. This includes dispensary service and general nur-
sing care not to exceed two weeks. The rate quoted does not cover the 
charge for visits to a student made by a physician, nor calls by the school 
nurse to students living outside the dormitory. 
No refund from dormitory expense is made because of absence from 
the campus. 
To prevent loss of garments while being laundered, students should 
have each garment marked with a cloth name tape. The name tape, may 
be secured from the Sterling Name Tape Company, Winsted, Conn. 
BOARD 
The cafeteria plan of boarding, which allows the student the privilege 
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of choosing his food dnd pdying only for whdt he selects, is used. The 
minimum weekly chdrge for dormitory students is $3.75 for young women 
dnd $4.50 for young men. Due to the Wdr, the dverdge bOdrd for young 
women hds been dbout $4.50 per week, cmd for young men is dbout 
$5.50 per week. ,Prices of food dre subject to chdnge without notice, 
depending upon the situdtion growing out of the Wdr emergency. No 
dllowdnce for dbsence from the Cdmpus is mdde other thdn during speci-
Fied vdcdtions of one week or more, dnd in Cdse of emergency. Three 
medls d ddY dre served. Students living in the dormitories dre expected 
to tdke their medls in the dining room. 
PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS 
Chdrges for tuition, dormitory expense, dnd bOdrd will be mdde edch 
four or five-week period, dnd d stdtement will be issued to edch student. 
Fifteen ddYs will be dllowed dfter the date of statement for settlement of 
dccounts. The College Board hds mdde the costs dS low dS is consistent 
with educdtiondl efficiency. The school, therefore, must expect prompt 
Pdyment of dll outstdnding dccounts. Fdilure to Pdy promptly mdY termindte 
the student's connection with the school. 
All students will register dt the beginning of edch semester, dnd dC-
counts must be in bdldnce dS d prerequisite to registrdtion. Grdde trdnscripts 
dnd diplomds dre issued only to students whose dccounts dre Pdid in full. 
Post-ddted checks dre not dcceptdble. 
DISCOUNTS 
A cdsh discount of 5 percent is dllowed on the bdldnce due the 
school for the current period's expenses if Pdid within the discount 
period of 15 ddYs from ddte of the stdtements. Where dn ddvdnce Pdy-
ment of dt ledst $150 is mdde, dn ddditiondl 2 percent discount is dllowed. 
Our fiscdl yedr is divided into twelve periods whose closing ddtes 
dre dS follows: July 11, August 8, September 12, October 10, Novem-
ber 7, December 5, Jdnudry 9, Februdry 6, Mdrch 5, April 2, April 30, 
dnd MdY 28. Stdtements will bedr these ddtes. 
No deposit will be required if one semester of school work is Pdid 
for in advdnce. 
Where there dre three or more students from the Sdme fdmily dnd the 
charges are met by one individudl,dn ddditiondl discount of ten percent 
will be dllowed on edch account if it is Pdid during the discount period. 
Missionaries or dependents of Sdme on furlough are dllowed d fifty 
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percent discount on tuition only, the Rrst yedr of furlough, provided the 
remaining expenses are Pdid before the close of the discount period. 
The children of foreign missionaries in dctive service dre dlso grdnted d 
Rfty percent discount on tuition on these Sdme conditions. This conces-
sion does not dPply to students who edrn through Idbor Rfty percent or 
more of their chdrges. 
PERSONAL EXPENSE 
Students should be provided with sufficient funds, in dddition to money 
for school expenses, to cover cost of books, clothing, dnd dll persondl 
items. We urge thdt dll prospective students hdve their eyes tested by d 
competent oculist dnd necessdry dentdl work cdred for before entering 
school. 
All purchdses from the College store or from other depdrtments on the 
Cdmpus must be Pdid for in cdsh. No chdrge dccounts dre dccepted. 
RATION BOOKS 
The rdtioning pldn dS ddministered by the government requires stu-
dents to bring with them dll rdtion books dnd deposit them with the 
College. The College is required to remove coupons from time to time 
dnd turn them in to the rdtion board. Rdtion books mdY be IOdned to 
students for d one week period to enable them to purchase shoes or 
other commodities which may be designated in the future. Whenever 
a student leaves school he may take his ration books with him except for 
brief visits of less than two weeks. 
CHANGE OF PROGRAM 
When a student drops any of his class work or quits the school, he 
must present to the business office a drop voucher from the registrar's 
office. Tuition will be charged until such voucher is received. Those 
who drop school work during any four-week period will be charged for 
the full period. Two weeks will be allowed at the beginning of each 
semester for a change of program without charge. 
COLPORTEUR SCHOLARSHIPS 
For the encouragement of the colporteur work, the College, together 
with the local conference, book and Bible house, dnd publishing house 
offer a very liberal scholarship bonus. In addition ,the regular cdsh dis-
counts offered by the school dre applicdble. 
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Because of these financial aids it is possible for the colporteur to meet 
the cash requirements of Plan I for the College by selling only $645.18 
worth of subscription books. The academy student may meet the cash 
requirements of Plan I by selling only $598.26 of subscriptions book. 
This is worked out in the following schedule: 
Cash earnings (50 per cent of sales shown above) 
Scholarship bonus 
5 per cent cash discount 
2 per cent advance payment discount 
Total cash requirement Plan I 
College 
322.59 
148.50 
17.33 
6.58 
495.00 
Academy 
299.13 
137.70 
16.07 
6.10 
459.00 
If the earnings are less than that required for a full scholarship, the 
bonus and discount are proportionately smaller. Labor credit may be 
earned at the College to make up the amount required for any of the 
regular plans. 
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS 
Each year the College, in conjunction with the several local confer-
ences of the Southern Union, awards eleven $50 cash scholarships to be 
:3pplied on tuition: $25 at the end of the first semester and $25 at the end 
of the second. The method of choice is as follows: The faculty of each 
designated school nominates its candidate, which nomination must be 
approved by the school board and recommended to the educational 
board of the local conference, which has Final choice. The selection 
of nominees must be based on character, scholarship, personality, and 
promise of future leadership. The names of the winners are announced 
at the time of commencement at the College. The following schools are 
eligible to participate in this plan: 
Asheville Agricultural School 
Atlanta Academy 
Birmingham Junior Academy 
Forest Lake Academy (2) 
Fountain Head Rural School 
Louisville Junior Academy 
Memphis Junior Academy 
Nashville Junior Academy 
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Pewee Valley Academy 
Pine Forest Academy 
Pisgah Institute 
Sand Mountain Junior Academy 
Southern Junior College Preparatory Department 
The Southern Union Conference Executive Committee has adopted the 
following recommendation covering the school year 1943-1944: 
VOTED, That we recommend to each local conference the providing 
of fifty-dollar scholarships to Southern Junior College for the students 
from each conference who are completing the second semester of the 
Teacher Training Course, and who otherwise are not financially able to 
complete the year's work upon the following conditions: 
a. Are recommended by the President and the Director of Teacher 
Training of Southern Junior College. 
b. Are recommended by the Educational Committee of the local 
conference and approved by the Conference Committee. 
c. Are pledged to give two consecutive years of teaching service in 
their own conference. 
EDUCATIONAL FUND 
Many promising young people are deprived of the privilege of attend-
ing college because of a lack of necessary means. To aid these, an earnest 
effort has been made to obtain donations for the establishment of an 
educational fund, from which students worthy of help may borrow money 
for a reasonable length of time. Faithfulness in refunding these loans will 
make it possible for the same money to assist many students in school. 
There have been some gifts, and they have been expended in such a way 
as to help several promising young men and women to complete their 
worki but the needs o~ this class of students have been greater than the 
amount of funds on hand, and it has consequently been impossible to 
render the desired assistance to as many as should be helped. It, accord-
ingly, has been determined to invite the attention of patrons and friends 
of the school to these facts and to ask them to give such means as they may 
desire, to be used for this purpose. We should be glad to correspond 
with any who think favorably of this plan, and shall continue to use the, 
utmost caution in the use of the means donated, that the wishes of the 
donors maybe fully carried out, and that the best results may be obtained. 
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"In each conference a fund should be raised to lend to worthy poor 
sudents who desire to give themselves to the missionary work; and in 
some cases they should even receive donations. When the Battle Creek 
College was first started, there was a fund placed in the Review and 
Herald office for the benefit of those who wished to obtain an education, 
but had not the means. This was used by several students until they could 
get a good start; then from their earnings they would replace what they 
had drawn, so that others might be beneFited by the fund. The youth 
should have it plainly set before them that they must work their own way 
as far as possible and thus partly defray their expenses. That which costs 
little will be appreciated little. But that which costs a price somewhere 
near its real value will be estimated accordingly. "-"Testimonies," 
Vol. 6, pp. 213,214. 
EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS 
The College endeavors through its numerous vocational opportunities 
to open the way for student self help-':"a valuable part of a training 
for life. Due to the war emergency, however, which is affecting our 
school industries, we urge upon all parents and guardians the importance 
of reducing the number of hours for each student to be spent in manual 
labor and of increasing the amount to be paid in cash. 
Then, too, in the interest of a better balanced program of study, work, 
exercise, and rest, the College recommends that students in general 
follow Plans Number Two and Three. This is more in harmony with the 
instruction given us in "Counsels to Teachers" and "Education." 
A limited number of students who are very industrious and frugal by 
carrying certain kinds of work do succeed in earning the entire cost of their 
education. We find that only those with a serious purpose and a grim 
determination should expect to be thus successful, and then only on a 
restricted class program. 
Many letters come to us asking whether students can work for their 
expenses, wholly or in part. All we can promise is that we furnish, to 
those who prove themselves efficient and worthy,such work as is avail-
able .. Since the work of the College is performed mainly by students, 
those who are willing and capable will probably find all the labor that 
their school program will allow them to perform. The school will assign 
students to departments where work is available and cannot shift stu-
dents from one department to another merely by request. It should be 
understood that once a student is assigned work in a given department, 
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that he will remain there for the entire school year except in rare cases 
where recommended by the school nurse, or at the discretion of the 
College. 
Students who apply for admission to the college with the intention 
of working their way, will be required to pay an entrance deposit of 
$50.00. This deposit cannot be withdrawn during the school year, but 
must be applied on school expenses. 
CASH WITHDRAWALS 
Students who may wish to place surplus funds in safe keeping, subject 
to withdrawal in person only, may open deposit accounts at the business 
office. 
Students who are given work in the various departments of the school, 
or affiliated industries, and who have a credit balance as a result of such 
labor, may authorize the payment of ten per cent of their earnings to the 
church treasurer as tithe. 
No cash can be withdrawn on account by students except that amount 
in excess of a $25.00 crE;dit balance on their statement. 
* * 
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The following pages list the courses offered in the various departments 
of this College. Not all courses, however, are given each year. 
The number of recitations each week is the same as the number of hours 
of credit listed for each semester, unless otherwise stated. Courses 
bearing double numbers (like 1-2) are year courses-they continue 
through both semesters. 
BIOLOGY 
1-2. Andtomy and Physiology. 
Open to all college students, but especially designed for students looking forward 
to nursing, dietetics, and home economics. The course includes the structure and func-
tions of thsues, organs, and systems in the human body. Two hours recitation; three 
hours laboratory. Two semesters. Six hours. 
3-4. Bacteriology. 
A study of the fundamental principles of microbiology, introducing the control 
of disease; immunology, and serological procedures. One hour recitation; three 
hours laboratory. Two semesters. Four hours. 
5-6. General Zoology. 
An introduction to fundamental biological phenolRena and principles, a thorough 
-study of some typical invertebrates; and the comparative anatomy of vertebrdtes. 
Three hours recitation, four hours laboratory. Two semesters. Eight hours. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
1-2. Accounting Principles. 
Introduction to accounting, books of original entry, ledgersJ trial balances, proRt 
lind loss statements, partnerships, corporations, business forms and pClpers, controlling 
<lccounts. Two hours recitation, three hours laboratory. 
Two semesters. Six hours. 
3. Advanced Accounting. 
A course in advanced theory of accounting. Problems of single entry; preparation 
-oF working papers, balance sheets, and proRt and loss statements, advanced Pdrt-
nership and corporation problems, valuation of assets; deprecilltion; reserves and 
·reserve funds; sinking funds; consignment and installment IIccounting. Prerequisite, 
-Business Administration 1-2. One semester. Three hours. 
4. Cost Accounting. 
General principles and importdnce of cost records; classiRcation of costs; job order 
,.nd process accounting; IIccounting for materials, labor and mdnufacturing expense; 
preparation of analytical statements. Prerequisite: Business Administration 1-2. 
One semester. Three hours. 
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15-16. Typewriting. 
Touch mastery of the keyboard and manipulation of the machine; a study of letter 
writing, manuscript, reports, rough drafts, tabulation, billing, and legal documents. 
Five hours recitation: three hours laboratory. 
Two semesters. Four hours. 
17-18. Secretdridl Prdctice 
To acquaint the prospective office worker with information that is important in his 
field. A study of office procedure, English mechanics, business ethics, job analyses, 
filing, and laboratory practice, including the operation of the various office machines, 
Voice Transcription, Mimeograph, Mimeoscope, Monroe Calculator, Sundstrand 
Adding Machine, Remington Rand Printing Calculator, etc. Two hours recitation, 
three hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Business Administration 15-16. 
Two semesters. Six hours. 
CHEMISTRY 
1-2. Inorgdnic Chemistry. 
An introduction to the elements and their principal compounds; the fundamental 
laws 4nd accepted theories of chemistry. Three hours recitation, four hours 14bora-
tory. Two semesters. Eight hours. 
3. QUdl,itdtive Andlysis. 
A study of methods for the separation and identification of inorganic ions, analysis 
of several unknowns. One hour recitation, six hours laboratory. Prerequisite: 
Chemistry 1-2. One semester. Three hours. 
4. QUdntitdtive Andlysis. 
This course includes the study of typical volumetric and gravimetric methods, 
quantit4tive determinations of acidity, alkalinity and percentage composition .of a 
variety of unknowns. One hour recitation; six hours laboratory. Prerequisite: 
Chemistry 3. One semester. Three hours. 
5-6. Orgdnic Chemistry. 
A survey of the aliphatic and 4romatic compounds 01 c4rbon. The laboratory in-
cludes typical organic syntheses. Especially designed for science students. Three 
hours recitation, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2. 
Two semesters. Eight hours. 
7-8. Generdl Chemistry. 
A survey course designed to familiarize the student with the basic principles of 
chemistry. Attention is given particularly to solutions, chemistry of nutrition, diges-
tion, and metabolism. Especially designed for pre-nursing students. Two hours re-
citation, three hours laboratory. High School Chemistry is highly desirable. 
Two semesters. Six hours 
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EDUCATION 
1. Generdl Psychology. 
An introduction to the study of the problems of humdn behdvior and conduct, 
including the mental processe5 dnd their development. The aim of the course is to 
acqudint the student with the funddmentdl Idws on which the educative process 
is based, dnd to open up to him the possibilities of scientific education. 
One semester. Two hou~. 
2. Educdtiondl Psychology. 
A continuation of Education I, with special emphasis on the appliclltion of psy-
chology to the problems of tedching, including such topics as motivation, learning, 
trdnsfer, individual differences, and the measurement of achievement. 
One semester. Three hours. 
3. Principles of Geogrdphy. 
A study of the mutual relationships between man and major elements of natural 
environment with special emphdsis upon types of climate and some of the adjustments 
which man mdkes to climatic conditions in selected regions. 
One semester. Three hours. 
4. Geogrdphy of Ldtin Americd. 
, A study of the physical environments and their reldtion to economic, politicdl 
and social developments in the various regions of Latin America. 
One semester. Three hours. 
5. Principles of Education. 
A study of the funddmental principles of educdtion as set forth in the books "Edu-
cation," "Counsels to Parents and T eachers/' and "Fundamentals of Christian Edu-
cation." One semester. Three hours. 
7. T edching of Bible. 
A study of subject matter and methods to be used in the teaching of the Bible to 
children in the elementdry grades. One semester. Two hours. 
8. Teaching of Arithmetic. 
A course dealing with the dims, principles, methods and materials involved in the 
successful tedching of drithmetic. An effort is made to bring each student to a 
desired skill in the use of arithmetical principles and processes. 
One semester. Two hours. 
9. Children's Redding dnd literdture. 
In this CQu~e a study is made of the problems involved in the tedching of redding 
in all grades of the elementary school. Literature for children will be studied. 
One semester. Two hours. 
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11. Technique of T edching. 
A course designed to give the prospective teacher a working knowledge of the 
principles and procedures of teaching in an elementllry school. Opportunity is given 
for observation in the Training School. One semester. Two hours. 
12. School Hygiene. 
This course is designed to familiarize the student with problems of hygiene in the 
school and the community. One semester. Two hours. 
14. Ndture. 
This course familidrizes the student with the ndture materials of his immedillte 
environment, and presents methods of making such materials of vital interest in the 
Life of the child. One semester. Two hours. 
16. School Music. 
A course designed to prepdre tedchers to give instruction in music in the elementdry 
grddes. Considerlltion will be given the following topics: The child voice, rote 
songs, sight redding, treatment of monotones, music appreciation. 
One semester. Two hours. 
17. Mdnual Arts. 
This course presents methods of teaching sewing, cooking, dnd woodwork in 
grades five to ei ght. One semester. Two hours. 
18. Art. 
A course designed to aid the tedcher in presenting art instruction in the grades. 
Topics: free-hand pencil drdwing, crdyola work, cdrdboard construction, clay model-
ing, water colors, perspective, design, pict.re study, blackboard sketching. 
One semester. Two hours. 
19-20. Directed Teaching. 
Tbis course includes the tedching of classes in the Training School, the observdtion 
of lessons tdught by the supervisors, the study and measurement of children CIS indi-
viduals lind in groups, meeting with the supervisors of directed teaching and with 
the Director of the Training School. Prerequisite: An average of C in college 
courses previously taken. Two semesters. Four hours. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
1-2. CompOSition dnd ~etoric. 
Intensive study of the fundamentals of English grammar and u9l!lge, the principles of 
effective composition, required outside reading and class study of literllry models, 
regulllr practice in the writing of various types of themes. 
At the end of the first six weeks of the school year, all students in this class must 
tllke II qualifying eXllminlltion in English fundamentals, bllsed 01 mdterial that hilS been 
reviewed previously. Students who fail this examination are not allowed to continue 
in the class unless they enroll in the course In Introductory English. Credit for the 
semester's work in Composition and Rhetoric will not be given until the student 
completes satisfactorily the course in Introductory English. Two semesters. Six hours. 
3. Introductory English. 
This course is required of those who prove deficient in the fundamentals of English 
grammar and uSIIge, lind lire unllble to IIttain the stllndllrd required For passing the 
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course in Composition and Rhetoric without more intensive drill than is provided in 
that course. The class meets two hours a week during the last eleven weeks of the 
first semester. Students are allowed to add this course to a full program. Tuition is 
charged at the rate of one hour per semester, but no credit is given for the course. 
5-6. Survey of English literature. 
A study of selected masterpieces and of literary history by periods, authors, repre-
sentative works, cmd types. Lectures, anthology, collateral reading, and class reports. 
Two semesters. Six hours. 
7 -8. American literature. 
Representative selections and chclrc5cteristic tendencies in the development of 
American literature. with emphasis on personal appreciation. 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
1.2. Health Principles. 
Two semesters. Four hours. 
Fundamental, scientific laws governing hedlth and hygiene, application of 
principles ot health and personal hygiene in daily living habits. 
. Two semesters. Two hours. 
3-4. History of Nursing. 
Introduction of pre-nursing student to the long and splendid history of nursing and 
to the great leaders who have establ ished its traditions and ideals; practica I methods 
of studying with application to the mastery of the art of nursing. 
Two semesters. Four hours. 
5-6. Physical Education. 
The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with the fundamental princi-
ples governing the development and maintenance of a good physique, to cor-
rect certain cmatomical defects prevalent among young people, cmd to provide an 
opportunity for wholesome recreation. Two semesters. One hour. 
7-8. Home Nursing and Hygiene. 
A course of instruction in the tredtment of those illnesses which properly can be 
cared for in the home, including protective measures, diet for the patient, and 
simple hydrotherapy treatments. One hour recitation, two hours laboratory. 
Two semesters. Two hours. 
HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY 
1-2. Survey of European History. 
A general survey of the history of Europe from the Roman Empire to modern times, 
with major attention to the social, cultural, economic, and religious interests and 
movements. The decline and fall of Rome, the rise of the Papacy, the Holy Roma" 
Empire, the crusades, the development of Western European nations, the Reformation, 
the French Revolution, and the World War with its results, will be studied. 
lectures, reports, and parallel reading. Two semesters. Six hours. 
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3-4. Survey of Ancient History. 
A study of the historic~1 b~ckground of the Old Testament in the light of the re-
sults of recent rese~rch ~nd exc~vdtions in the valleys of the Nile, Euphr~tes, ~nd 
Tigris rivers, which throw new light on historical hypotheses and confirm the Scriptur~1 
record. A brief survey is ~Iso m~de of the history ~nd institutions of Greece ~nd 
Rome. Two semesters. Six hours. 
5-6. Constitutional History. 
This course traces the building with English dnd colonilll elements of the bIIsic 
principles of Americ~n government, the framing ~nd ~doption of the Federal Con-
stitution, and its later development. Fundamental constitutionlll rights are consid-
ered. Lectures, reports, and parallel reading. Two semesters. Two hours. 
7-8. Contemporary Problems. 
By class discussion ~nd the use of current literature, this course will IIcquaint the 
student with the inter-relation ~nd significance of the major events and movements 
of the present day. Two semesters. Two hours. 
9-10. American History. 
This course traces the rise of America, with due emphasis upon the colonial bIIck-
ground, ~nd upon the great Figures of early America. The outstanding events of each 
president's administration will receive careful attention. Lectures, reports, ~nd parallel 
re~ding. Two semesters. Six hours. 
12. Sociology. 
A study of man's relation to society, de~ling with such topics as the family, making 
a living, education, industry, religion, and their inAuence in developing society. 
One semester. Three hours. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
1-2. Foods and Nutrition. 
A study of the chemic~land biologic~1 standards used in the selection, prep~r~tion 
and service of foods. Labor~tory practice in the basic principles of cookery. Two 
hours recitation, three hours laboratory. Two semesters. Six hours. 
3-4. Clothing I. 
An elementary course in selection and buying of clothing, fundamental principles 
of g~rment construction, color design; psychology of dress. Two hours recitation, 
three hours laboratory. Two semesters. Six hours. 
5. Household Administration. 
A course de~ling with the n~ture of the family's real income; changes in ex-
cnditures according to f~mily size and income level. Special administration problems 
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such as advisability of home ownership, the character of fall1i1y savings, the budgeting 
of time, scientific management of the household. 
One semester. Two hours. 
6. Project in Household Administration. 
The economic problems of the home,-the buying problem, Ructuations in prices 
of goods, problems in connection with family income, its amount and source. The 
students live at the home economics cottage for a period of laboratory practice. 
Prerequisites: Household Administration, Foods and Nutrition, or concurrent 
registration. One semester. Two hours. 
7. Clothing Design. 
A study of the principles of line, color, and texture as they are used in costume, 
and their practical application in the planning of a wardrobe for the individual. 
One semester. Two hours. 
LANGUAGES 
1-2. Spanish 1. 
A foundation 'course in grammar, pronunciation, and reading designed to develop 
the ability to read clOd understand easy Spanish prose. Two semesters. Eight hours. 
3-4. Spanish II. 
A course in which approximately two hours are devoted to a review of the funda-
mentals, with additional grammar and composition; two hours to the history of the 
politics, art, and literature of Spain; and two hours to the reading of standard works. 
With the exception of the work in grammar, the class discussions are carried on in 
Spanish. r wo semesters. Six hours. 
5-6. French I. 
A foundation course in grammar, pronunciation, phonetics, and reading, with a 
view to developing the ability to read and understand easy French prose and to carry 
on simple discussion. Two semesters. Eight hours. 
7-8. Fr~nch II. 
A course in the review of the fundamentals with additional grammar, composition, 
and reading of graded French books of increasing difficulty. Special emphasis is 
placed upon oral work. Provision is made for those majoring in science to do some 
of the required collateral reading in French scientific r~aders. 
Two semesters. Six hours. 
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9-10. Greek I. 
A thorough study of elementary New Testament Greek grammar, building .s vo-
cabulary, and the mastery of the regular verb. Special attention is given to the Greek 
pllrticiple. Extensive exercises in translation are required, and II portion of John's 
Gospel is read. Mdchen's "New Testament Greek For Beginners" is the basic text. 
11-12. Greek II. 
1 wo semesters. Ei ght hours. 
A thorough grdmmdr dnd vocabulary review, followed by the translation of I John 
and selected chapters in John, Revelation, Luke, dnd Acts. Constant pdrsing is required. 
Some problems of textual criticism are studied, and a fdmiliarity is gdined with the 
works of G. Adolph Deissman, A. T. Robertson, and others. 
Two semesters. Six hours. 
MATHEMATICS 
1. College Algebra. 
The dlgebrdic number system, including complex numbers; variations; rdtiondl 
tunctions of first, second, and higher degrees with geometrical interpretations, 
derivatives; maximum and minimum, theory of equations; partidl fractions; linear system$ 
and determinants; permutations, combindtions, probability; conic sections; theory of 
exponents; exponentidls; dPplicdtions to physics. 
One semester. Three hours. 
2. Plane Trigonometry. 
Trigonometric functions; solution of right dnd of oblique triangles by ndturdl 
Functions dnd by logarithms; graphic and analytic treatment of trigonometric Functions, 
inverse and exponential functions, trigonometric identities and equations, applications 
to surveying, astronomy, mechanics, dnd navigation. Prerequisite: Geometry. 
One semester. Three hours. 
3. Plane Analytical Geometry. 
Rectdngular, oblique and poldr coordindtes in the pldne, the reldtion between d 
curve dnd its equation, the .slgebra of a pair of variables, dnd the geometry of a moving 
point, strdight lines; conic sections, and certain other curves. Prerequisite: College 
Algebr.s. 
Given on Demdnd. One semester. Three hours. 
4. Solid Analytical Geometry. 
Rect.snguldr .snd oblique coordindtes in space; lines, planes, lind surf.sces of 
revGllution. Prerequisite: Pldne Analytics. 
Given on Demdnd. One semester. Three hours. 
5. Differential Calculus. 
Infinitesim.sls, v.sridtion; differentiation of algebraic and trdnscendental functions, 
interpret.stion of the successive derivatives with applic.stions to physics, differenti.sls; 
pdrtidl derivdtives. Prerequisite: Collese Algebr.s. 
Given Qn Demdnd. One semester. Four hours. 
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6. Integral Calculus. 
Integr"tion of algebraic and transcendental functionsl summ"tionl geometrical lind 
physicIII interpretlltionj seriesl successive integrationl simple differentilll equlltions. 
Prerequisite: Differentilll Clliculus. 
Given on Demllnd. One semester. Four hours. 
MUSIC 
1·2. Harmony and Composition. 
Major and minor sc"les, inteN"ls, prim"ry lind secondary triads in their inversions. 
The dominant seventh and its inversions, harmonizing melodies, the IlITger chord 
formations, supertonic harmony, modulations, and original work. At lellst one yellr 
of piano is prerequisite. 1 wo semesters. She hours. 
3·4. Counterpoint. 
The Ilssoci.stion of two melodic lines, rhythmic diversity, two notes to e.sch beat, 
modulations, three notes to each beat, syncopation, four notes to each beat, motive 
development, three and four part h"rmony. One year of piano is required before 
entrance. Two semesters. Four hours. 
5. Sight Singing. 
Fundament"ls of music, re"ding in all keys. CI"ss meets two hours each week. 
One semester. One hour. 
6. Conducting. 
Principles of conducting congregational music. Class meets two hours each week. 
One semester. One hour. 
7-8. History of Music. 
This course de"ls with the development of music from its e"rly beginnings to the 
present day. Music Appreciation will be woven into the class instruction. 
. Two semesters. Four hours. 
9-10. Methods in Music. 
A discussion of teaching problems which face the music instructor. 
Two semesters. Two hours. 
Piano; 
Private instruction is adapted to the needs of e"ch student. Gr"ded course will 
be followed with ex"minations to cover prescribed work. Student recitals dt frequent 
inteNdls. 
Voice. 
Posture, correct breathing, diction, tone production, songs, interpret"tion. 
Violin and Other Instruments. 
Instruction on the violin dnd on wind instruments is offered. 
are followed. 
Grdded courses 
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Men's Chorus and Women's Chorus. 
Membership depends upon satisfactory audition with the director. Sacred songs 
of the better composers are used. 
College Choir. 
A select group will comprise membership. Sacred songs for church use. 
Orchestra. 
Membership for those who are able to play an instrument sufficiently well to be 
admitted. Two public programs each year. 
Various musical ensembles function throughout the school term. 
Applied Music Credit. 
Piano, Voice, Violin, and Other Orchestral-Instruments. 
One lesson a week with four hours practice: Two semesters. Two hours. 
Two lessons a week with eight hours prClctice. Two semesters. Four hours 
Music Organizations. 
One semester hour will be the maximum which may be earned in this Reid in one 
year, even though a student participates in more than one musical organization. 
College credit will be granted only to those who, in the judgment of the music 
department head, h,sve had sufficient background-a maximum of six hours in either 
applied or theoretical music, not more than ten hours in both. 
The six hours of <lpplied music mlly include credit for two hours in music or-
ganizlltion. Not more thlln one hour may be earned in anyone year. 
All grlldes for group work in music will be recorded as C. 
PHYSICS 
1-2. General Physics. 
An advanced study of the mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases} properties of 
mlltter and its internal forces; wave motion and sound, hellt} magnetism} electrostlltics} 
current electricity} alternating current theory; communication} radio activity, light. 
Three hours recitation; four hours laborlltory. Prerequisite: Trigonometry. High 
School Physics is advised. Two semesters. Eight hours. 
3-4. Principles of Radio Communication. 
Fundamental electrical principles} alternating currents and high frequency; vllcuum 
tube theory Clnd' design} fundamentClI vClcuum tube circuits, rlldio receiver theory Clnd 
design} transmitter theory lind design; test instruments; FundClmentals of cathode 
ray television; wllve fundamentClls lind rCldilltion} industrial and medical uses of 
vacuum tubes; relay IlppliCc!tions. Prerequisite: High School Physics. 
Two semesters. Four hours. 
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
1-2. Bible Survey. 
A comprehensive historicdl survey of both the Old and the New Testament, em-
ph<!sizing literary and spiritual values. This course is designed for those who have 
not had preparatory Bible. Two semesters. Four hours. 
3. Expansion of Christianity 
This course gives a general survey of the history and achievements of Christidn 
missions in non-Christian Idnds from the days of early church history to the present 
time. Special emphasis will be given the study of the evangelistic and institutionlll 
activities of modern Protestant missions. One semester. Two hours. 
4. Gift of Prophecy and Denominational History. 
A study of the scriptural background of the Spirit of prophecy, its edrliest reveld-
tions, its relation to the religious development of the Hebrew race and to the rise 
and progress of the early Christian church. A survey is made of the development 
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church contemporary with the modern manifestation 
of the Spirit of prophecy. One semester. Two hours. 
5. Advanced Bible Doctrines. 
Those doctrines of the Holy Scriptures are stressed which dre vital to Christian 
experience and which distinguish Christianity from other religions. Emphasis is 
placed upon the ethical implications of religious belief. This course is especially 
valuable for those who plan to enter Christian service. Because of its advanced na-
ture, a minimum of two years of prep<!ratory Bible is highly desirable. 
One semester. Two hours. 
6. Advanced Bible Doctrines. 
A continuation of the preceding course. One semester. Two hours 
7. Daniel. 
This Old Testament apocalypse is studied verse by verse to get the lessons appli-
c.ble to the present day. Unrestricted cI.ss discussion of all points is encourdged. 
Considerable attention is given to the Introduction; modern theories regarding 
the time, place, and authorship of the book are evaluated in the Ii sht of the best 
recent scholarship. This course offers an excellent opportunity for students to 
learn and apply correct methods of historical research. One semester. Two hours. 
8. Revelation. 
The Book of Revelation is studied in its entirety. Correct methods of interpretation 
dre stressed; its deep spiritual values are searched and applied. Due emphasis 
is placed on those fundamental truths of the book which have always been prominent 
in the characteristic message of Seventh-day AdVentists. There is cultivated a reverent 
dIld scholarly reserve regarding the exact details of unfulRlled prophecy, and an atti-
tude of ChrIstian tolerance toward those who hold varying opinions regarding non-
essentials. One semester. Two hours. 
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9-10. Theory of Public Address. 
The object of this course is to train the student in the prepardtion dnd delivery of 
sermons. A study of the principles underlying sermon construction, the organization 
and outlining of sermons, the presentdtion in cldss, with discussion, of fully prepared 
Bible topics. Two seillesters. Six hours 
SPEECH 
1. Public Speaking. 
The development of personal power through ordl interpretation of masterpieces 
of literature, and through preparation dnd delivery of addresses, correction of man-
ne:risms; development of effective mental, physical, and vocal hdbits of spedking dnd 
reading. One semester. Two hours. 
2. Public Speaking. 
A ~ontinuation of the preceding course, which is prerequisite to this. 
One semester. Two hours. 
3-4. Expression. 
This work is planned with a two-fold purpose: The first is the development of the 
speaking voice for private IlS well as public conversation, the second is the devel-
opment of technique in voice, gesture, and poise for platform and public redding. 
Breath control, musicdl qUdlity of voice and tone, systemdtic trdining for careful 
articulation, audibility, volume, redding of verse and prose, dre some of the fund,,-
mentllis in this course. Individual instruction. 
At least one formal night recital is held each semester. 
Two semesters. No credit. 
g~o./e~ 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
First Yellr 
Composition lind Rhetoric ...................•......... _ .......•...........•... 
Lllngullge ....................•.................................. _ .......................•... 
Survey of European History ..................•... _._ .......................... . 
Religious Educlltion ............................... _ .......................•...... _ .. . 
Science ... _ ...................... _ .......................•............................... _ .. 
PhysiCIII Educlltion ......................................................... _ .......... . 
Second Yellr 
Langullge ............................................................................... _ .. . 
Religious Education ................................................................... . 
Physical Educlltion ............................................................. _ ...... . 
·Electives ................................................................................. . 
Hours of Credit 
First Second 
Semester Semester 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
3-4 3-4 
~ ~ 
3 
2 
r2 
11 
3 
2 
~ 
11 
Students who are preparing For the ministry, or who lire plllnning to complete II 
Four-yellr liberal Arts Curriculum with mlljors in English, history, or IlIngUlIge, should 
register in the Associate in Arts Curriculum. 
At the time of registrlltion, students will be guided in the choice of electives by 
counsel with the Registrar and the teachers concerned. 
Students presenting credit for two years of high school French or Spllnish need 
tllke only one IIdditional year in the slime language. 
Students hllving two years of ancient language only, will take two yellrs of modern 
Illngullge. 
*The student is required to select lit lellst one six-hour course from the following 
group: History, survey of English literdture, economics, psychology, principles of 
education. 
*In IIddition to the science studied during the Rrst year, the student is required to 
select six hours of work from the following group: Generdl chemistry, zoology, 
physiology, mdthematics, physiCS, organic chemistry, bacteriology. It is recommended 
that the student's totdl work in science include one full year course of at least six 
hours in edch of two of the following broad Relds: Biologicdl science, physical 
science, mathematics. It is generdlly ddvisable for the student to select a further six 
hours from one of the foregoing groups. 
·Special permission mllY be grllnted for II different selection of electives. As a 
generlll rule, however, such permission should not be granted to students who plan 
to attend a senior college and Rnish a course in the arts and sciences. Such permission 
"'dY be granted for deRnite rellsons to those students who do not pilln to proceed 
beyond the fourteenth grllde. 
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THEOLOGICAL CURRICULUM 
First Year 
Hours Hours 
First Second 
Semester Semester 
Composition and Rhetoric 3 3 
Public Speaking 2 2 
Greek I 4 4 
Survey of Europe 3 3 
Daniel and Revelation 2 2 
Electives 2 2 
Physical Education Y2 Y2 
Second Year 
Greek II 3 3 
Theory of Public Address 3 2 
Advanced Bible Doctrines 2 2 
Music Conducting 1 1 
Biological or Physical Science 3 3 
Electives 4 4 
Physical Education 72 Y2 
BIBLE WORKERS' CURRICULUM 
First Year 
Composition and Rhetoric 3 3 
Public Speaking 2 2 
Survey of Europe 3 3 
Daniel and Revelation 2 2 
Expansion of Christianity 2 
Gift of Prophecy and Denominational History 2 
Health Principles 1 1 
Electives 3 3 
PhYSical Educl'ltion 72 72 
Second Year 
Americl'ln History 3 3 
Theory of Public Address 3 3 
Advanced Bible Doctrines 2 2 
Principles of Education 3 
Educational Psychology 3 
Music Conducting 1 1 
Electives 4 4 
Physical Education Y2 Y2 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
First Year 
Composition and Rhetoric ......................................................... . 
Religious Education ................................................................... . 
Accounting Principles .........................•......•............................... 
Shorthand Principles ..............•............•...................................... 
T ypewri ti ng ....................................................•...................... ~ ... 
Economics ..................•........................................................•...... 
Physical Educat1on ...............................•...................................... 
Second Year 
Religious Education ................................................................... . 
Advanced Accounting ............................................................. . 
Cost Accounting ................................... _ ................................• :. 
Business Law ................................. _ .......... _ .............................. . 
Business Management ............................................................... . 
Psychology ................................................................. ~ .............. . 
Consumers Economics ................................................. _ .......•... 
Secretarial Practice ................................................................... . 
Electives ....................•............•.................................................... 
Physical Education ..•...............................................................•... 
Hours of Credit 
First Second 
Semester 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
72 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
72 
Semester 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
72 
! 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
72 
Students who are not interested in secretarial work mdy, with the consent of the 
Registrdr, substitute electives for shorthand and secretaridl prdctice. 
Students who dre not interested in dccounting RldY substitute electives for advdnced 
clccounting, cost dccounting, business management., and secretdridl practice. 
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ELEMENTARY TEACHER TRAINING 
First Year 
Hours of Credit 
First Second 
Semester Semester 
l! Composition and Rhetoric .....•.............................................. 
'v .. Religious Education (Daniel and Revelation) ......••..•.... _ ... 
-- Physiology .............•................................................................ 
,Principles of Education .........•.. _ •.................•....•......••.......... 
·Educational Psychology ......................•...................••........••.... 
'General Psychology ..............................................••. _ .•.•••••... 
. Teaching of Arithmetic ................•.........•..•.........•....... _ ........ . 
'Children's Reading and literature ........................•.•.........•..• 
'Art ......................................................................................... . 
'Hedlth Principles ...........................................................••....... 
-- Penmanship ........•................................................•........•••....... 
" Physical Education ...............................................•........••..... _. 
Second Year 
, American History ........................•...•.............. _ ...................... . 
:;. - Survey of Americlln Literature ............•...•.•.• _ .......•••......•. _ .. . 
• Principles of Geography .............•..........•............ _ ................ . 
'Geogrdphy of Latin America .....•.••........•..•.......••...•..•••.....••.• 
,Technique of Teaching ........•.................................••......•....... 
v School Hygiene •...........................•....... _ .........................•...... 
. ).._~,-Teaching of Bible .........•....•.................... _ ............•........• _ •..•... 
'Nature .....•...............................•..... _ ... _ ...........••...............•..... 
,Manual Arts" ..........•............................•.. _ ...•......... _ ....•.......... 
,School Mu'ic ....................................................•..................... 
""" f Directed Teaching .. ~ .. ~_ ............... _ ................... __ .......... _ ... _ ........ _ ..................... __ . __ . 
'Physica I Ed ucation ..•••.•......................•....•.••......•..•....••.•••.. 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
72 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Yz 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Yz 
"Students entering without credits in Bible will be expected to take six additional 
- L/ hours of college Bible. 
Ce rti ficdti on 
A student finishing the teacher training curriculul1l as outlined, is granted a denom. 
nationcsl three·yedr elementary certiAcdte. 
Students completing this course are also eligible to receive a permanent elementary 
certiAcate from the State of Tennessee. 
• 
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MUSIC 
Firs! Yeor 
Composition and Rhetoric ....................................................... . 
L"ngu"ge ............ _ ................................................................. _ .. 
Harmony ....................................................................... _ .......... . 
Sight Singing ........................•..................................................... 
Conducting ....................................•........................................... 
Applied Music ......................................................................... . 
Physic,,1 Educlltion ..•................................................................... 
Second Year 
Religious Education ................................................................... . 
Lllnguage ............... _ .................................................................. . 
CounterpoinL ........................................................................... . 
History of Music and Music Appreciation ............................. . 
Methods in Music ..................................................................... . 
Applied Music ......................................................................... . 
Electives ....................................................................... . 
Physical Education ..................................................................... . 
Hours ot Credit 
First Second 
Semester Semester 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
1 
1 
5 5 
~ ~ 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1 
~ 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1 
~ 
Students presenting credit for two years of high school French or Spanish need take 
in college only one additional year in the same. 
Students having two years ot ancient Illnguage only, will take two years of modern 
langullge. 
Students m"joring in music are required to take two lessons a week with two 
.nd one·half hours' prllctice a day, 
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SCIENCE 
First Year 
Composition .snd Rhetoric ....................... _ .......•....................... 
Religious Education ........................................•.......•...•............... 
Chemistry ...........•....... _ .. __ ......................... _ ................................. . 
Mathematics ........................................................................... . 
Electives other than Science ..................................•...........••.. 0 ••• 
Physical Education ..........................................•........................... 
Serond Year 
Rei i gious Educati on ................................................................... . 
Orgc!nic Chemistry-............................................... __ ._ ... __ ......... . 
·Science Electives_ ........ _ .............. _ ........................ _ ... _ ........ _ ..... . 
Electives other than Science_ ................................. _ .................. . 
Physical Education ... ___ ... _ ...............................................•...... _ ... . 
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Hours of Credit 
Fi rst Second 
Semester Semester 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 
4 4 
% % 
2 
4 
8 
2 
% 
2 
4 
8 
2 
% 
Students who dre preparing for medicine, dentistry, nursing, dietetics or home: 
economics, .snd science mdjors, should register in the Science Curriculum. 
Students preparing for medicine will elect mathematics, six hours/ zoology, eight 
hours; physics, eight hours} constitutiondl history, two hours. 
Pre-medic.sl students having no foreign Idnguage credit must take fifteen hours in 
French and present seventy-three semester hours of credit for graduation. 
Students presenting credit for two years of high-school French or Spc!nish need 
take in college only one additional year in the Sdme. 
Students having two years of ancient langudge only, will take two years of modern 
language. 
Students preparing for nursing will elect physiology, six hours/ bdcteriology, four 
hours, history of nursing, four hours/ health principles, two hours. 
Students prepdring For dietetics will elect constitutiondl history, two hours; eco-
nomics, Five or six hoursi Foods and dietetics, six hoursi principles of educdtion, 
three hoursi psychology, Five hours; sociology, three hours, physiology, six hours. 
·Students looking Forwdrd to majoring in Science will elect physical science, 
eight hours, biological science, eight hours. 

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT 
1943-1944 
ACCREDITED BY: 
Seventh-d~y Adventist Bo~rd of Regents 
T ennesst:e S~te Department of Educ~tion 
Southern Associ~tion of Colleges and Secondary Schoots 
There is maintained as a separate department of the College a pre-
paratory school corresponding to the four years of the standard high 
school. Students who are admitted to the College curriculums must 
complete a preparatory course as outlined below, or must present 
evidence that they have completed a four-year course in an accredited 
high school. Students whose preparatory work has been taken in un-
accredited schools will be required to write entrance examinations as 
prescribed by the College. 
BIBLE 
Bible I-Early Church History. 
A connected study of the life of Christ as set forth in the four gospels, and the 
study of the history of the edrly Christian church as given in the Acts of the Apostles. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
Bible II-Ancient Hebrew History. 
This course deals with the history dnd literdture of the Hebrew rdce from crelltion 
to the end of the Babylonian cdptivity, dS set forth in the Old T estdment Scriptures. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
Sible III-Denominational' History and Christian Ethics. 
An elementllry study of the grellt epochs and movements of church history, with 
special attention to the rise lind development of the Seventh-day Adventist denomina-
tion, followed' by a study of social ethics from the Christidn viewpoint. Mrs. E. G. 
White's "Messages to Young People" is the bdsis of this Idtter work. 
Two semesters. One·half unit. 
Bible IV-Bible Doctrines. 
A cleat, concise outline of the fundamentel doctrines of the Bible. Specidl 
.sttention is given to the unity and harmony of the doctrines taught in both the Old 
and the New Testament. Two semesters. One·half unit. 
COMMERCE 
Bookkeeping. 
This course begins with the rudiments of the subject, lind develops step by step 
i'nto double-entry bookkeeping. The pupil becomes familillr with the use of receipts, 
checks, notes, drafts, and invoices, He learns how to journalize and explain trans-
actions] to post from journal and cash book to ledger] to take trial balances; to make 
out financial statements] lind to close lind rule ledger accounts. Five recitlltions, five 
laboratory periods. Two semesters. One unit. 
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General Business. 
A course in general business training designed to yield the following outcomes: 
ability to handle personal business affairs; more satisfactory choice of a vocation; 
preparation for vocational study; try-out and exploratory experiences} social under-
standing; and civic intelligence. Two semesters. One unit. 
Typewriting. 
Theory and practice of touch typing is taught. Secretarial typing is studied in detail. 
Five recitations, ~ve Idbordtory periods. Two semesters. One unit. 
ENGLISH 
English I. 
A review of English grammar, drill in correct English habits, the fundamentals of 
composition, frequent themes and speeches, class study of selected literary classics, 
and cultivation of the habit of redding worth-while books. Six lessons in the use 
of the library are included. Two semesters. One unit. 
English II. 
A continuation of English I with the work more advanced in character. Six more 
lessons in the use of the library are included. Two semesters. One unit. 
Engl ish 1\ \. 
The work in English III is devoted to the field of English literature, to oral com-
position, and to the elimination of fundamental errors in the use of language. Col-
lateral reading is required. Two semesters. One unit. 
English IV. 
The greater part of this course is devoted to American literature with an outline 
:survey of its history. The remainder is given to an advanced study of grammar, 
Janguage structure, and oral composition. Collateral reading is required. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
HISTORY 
World History. 
The aim of this course is to introduce the student to a historical view of life. 
The great characters and movements of world history will be evaluated from the 
Christian point of view. Two semesters. One unit. 
American History and Problems of Democracy. 
Consideration will be given to the important phases of our colonial and national 
governments, the principles upon which they were Founded, the relations and func-
tions of their various departments, and our individual duties and privileges as American 
.citizens. Two semesters. One unit. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
Home Economics. 
The house, its selection and care, home courtesies, personal grooming; selection 
and care of clothing! construction of simple garments, the normal diet; preparation 
and serving of breakfasts, suppers, and luncheons. Five double periods a week. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
Home Economics II. 
The planning, preparation and serving of dinner; budgets clnd accounts! Findncing 
and care of the home! construction of an afternoon and d tailored dress! child carel 
invalid cookery. Five double periods cl week. Two semesters. One unit. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Mdnual T rdining I. 
Includes drafting, cabinet work, and wood turning. Drafting: The use dnd care 
of drafting room equipment, lettering, conventions, projection drawings, dnd the 
making of blue prints. Cabinet work: The work will consist of some simple models 
involving the elements of joinery, besides a more elaborate piece of furniture which 
has been designed by the student and made from his own drawings. Wood turning: 
Simple spindle dnd Face-plclte turning including table legs, candlesticks, dnd trays. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
Mdnudl Training II. 
Continues the work of Manual Training 1 with the addition of simple carpentry. 
Drafting: Projection drawing, including sections and developments, isometric 
drawing, clnd plans and elevations for a simple building. Cabinet work: More 
difficult projects will be undertaken by students of the second year. Working draw-
ings must be made by the student of all projects to be mclde in the shop. Wood turn-
ing: Adv<'lnced projects in face-plate turning, spindle turning, and projects in-
volving the use of the chuck. Carpentry: Simple roof construction, window frclming, 
door construction, st4ir building, uses of the steel square, " brief study of lumbering, 
lind estilAating quantities dnd costs. Two semesters. One unit. 
Printing I. 
A study of gener.1 principles, including proof reading, type calcullltions, straight 
hand and job composition. The labordtory work will consist of hdnd composition, 
with an introduction to the feeding of platen presses. It is expeCted that the student 
will develop speed and accurdCY in composition work. Five double periods 4 
week. Two semesters. One uniL 
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Printing II. 
Composition of advertising, advanced iob composition, a careful study of the care 
and operdtion of the platen press, locking up forms, imposition. The student is reo 
quired to develop a sdtisfdctory degree of speed dnd accuracy in platen press work. 
Five double periods a week. Two semesters. One unit. 
LANGUAGES 
French II. 
Grdmmdr, reading, composition and conversation. 
Given on demand. ' Two semesters. One unit. 
Latin: 
A beginner': course in Latin. Drill in vocabuldry, grammar, dnd syntax. Transldtion 
from English to Latin and Latin to English. Emphasis is placed upon the reilltion 
between the Ldtin and English. Two semesters. One unit. 
latin II. 
The edrly pc!irt of the course is devoted to II review of principles of Ldtin I. Trllnslll-
tion and drill in syntdx. Two semesters. One unit' 
Spdnish I. 
A beginner's course, with drill in grdmmclr, principles of pronunciation, clnd edS) 
rellding. Two semesters. One unit. 
Spanish II. 
Review of fundclment.sl principles, intermediate Spanish reclding, clnd composition. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
MATHEMATICS 
Algebra I. 
Fundamental operations: integrdl equcStions; fdctoring; fractions; simultaneous 
equations with graphs; involution and evolution; theory of exponents; qUddrcltics. ~ 
Two semesters. One unit. 
Algebra iI~ 
A rapid review of the principles of algebrd 1/ continucltion of .stgebra to include 
surds, simultaneous quadratics, progressions, logarithms, inRnite series, binomilll 
theorem, permutations and combinations. Two semesters. One unit. 
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Plane Geometry. 
Prerequisite: Algebra I. The five books of pl,me geometry are covered thoroughly 
A Idrge number of original problems is required. Close dttention is given to the 
logical development of every proof, and special emphdsis is pldced upon individual 
redsoning. Two semesters. One unit. 
MUSIC 
Students who desire may select music as an elective in the College Preparatory 
Curriculum, but not more than two units will be accepted toward graduation. 
Music I. 
For credit in Music I in the College Preparatory Curriculum, the student must 
complete the following: 
(a) Applied Music: Upon recommendation of the music director, a student may 
receive credit for pidno, voice, or violin. A voice and violin student must have 
the equivdlent of one yedr of piano, or be required to study pidno during his Music 
1 course. 
(b) Music Theory: Four forty-five minute periods d week for thirty-six weeks. Music 
fundamentals dnd harmony. 
(c) Either OrchestrdorChorus: One period of dt least forty-five minutes a week 
for thirty-six weeks. Two semesters. One unit. 
Music II. 
For credit in Music II in the College Prepdratory Curriculum, the student must 
complete the following: 
(a) Applied Music: An ddditiondl year of pidno, voice, or violin-one lesson each 
week. 
(b) Music Apprecidtion and History: Four forty-five minute periods a week for 
eighteen weeks. Harmony the second semester. 
(c) Either Orchestrd or Chorus: Two periods d week for thirty-six weeks. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
SCIENCE 
Biology. 
The course in biology includes a study of the leading divisions in the animal and 
the plant kingdom. An intensive study is made of typical representatives, and a 
more general study of related forms, with a view to discovering the chief character-
istics of each division. The morphology and physiology of plants is stressed, and 
extensive experimental and microscopic work is required. In zoology a fairly complete 
life history of each type studied is presented, cmd includes: food habits, mode of 
loeomotion, sense organs and nervous system, processes of digestion, circulation 
and respiration, environmental r'elationships. The ddaptation of plants dnd dnimals 
to their surroundings is stressed throughout the course. Three recitations, two labora-
tory periods a week. Two semesters. One unit. 
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Chemistry. 
An elementary course covering the chemistry of the common non-metallic elements. 
fundamtntdl theories and laws of chemistry. Introduction to the chemistry of the com-
mon metals and their compounds. Three recitations, two laboratory periods II week. 
Two semesters. One unit 
Physics. 
Prerequisite: algebra and plane geometry. This course consists of recitations, 
laboratory work, and classroom demonstration. The mechanics of Ruids and solids, 
heat, molecul.H physics, sound, light, magnetism, and electricity are studied. Three 
recitations, two laboratory periods a week. 
Two semesters. One unit. 
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COLLEGE PREPARATORY CURRICULUM 
Grade Nine 
English I 
Algebra I 
Biology 
Early Church History 
Grade Ten 
English II 
World History 
Ancient Hebrew History 
Elect one unit: 
English III 
Language I 
Geometry 
Bible III 
·Home Economics 
Manual Training I 
Algebra II 
Music! 
Grade Eleven 
Elect one unit: 
Home Economics II 
Manual Training II 
Music lor II 
Printing I 
Bookkeeping 
General Business 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Typewritins 
Grade Twelve 
English IV 
Language II 
Americc!n History c!nd Problems of Democrc!cy 
Bible IV 
Elect one unit: 
Bookkeeping 
General Business 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Home Economics II 
Music lor II 
Printing II 
-Required of girls. 
Physical Educc!tion is required each year 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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It is essential that students make a careful selection of the elective courses 
which form a part of the College Preparatory Curriculum. The student should de:-
termine, if possible, by the beginning of the third year what his life work is to be, 
so that at the time of registration he can be advised what electives to choose in 
order to coordinate properly his preparatory course with the college work which 
he may plan to take later. 

Collegiate 
Aebersold, Charles 
Anderson, Hubert T. 
Ashlock, J. Franklin 
Artress, Lenore 
Baessler, Doris 
Baessler, Irva N. 
Bailey, Quinette Maxwell-
Banks, Edward C. 
Bartlett, Martha Minnick 
Bascom, Lewis A. 
Beck, Edna Inez 
Bee, Clifford 
Benjamin, Bruce Thomas 
Bennerr, Ercel Mde Bradley-
\ Bird, Elena Roberta 
Bird, Ellen Gould 
Bird, Martin 
Bishop, Forest L. 
Bonner, Me!ry Gre!ce 
Botimer, Cle!re 
Bowen, Thyre! Ellen 
Boydt Me!urine Shaw 
Boykin, Charlie A. 
!foynton, Pe!ul 
Boynton, Ruth Beck-
Bradley, Millard C. 
Bradley, Mildred Emclnuel-
Brassington, Esther Lorraine 
Britt, Evelyn 
Brizendine, Lucille 
Brooke, Frances Ann 
Brooks, Floy H.uel 
Brown, Letha litchfield-
Brown, M. Gordon 
Brown, Me!xine 
Bruce, Mirie!m 
Burdick, J. Gordont Jr. 
Burke, Thyre! Doreen 
Butterfield, Leslie A. 
Byers, Lowell H. 
Ce!rter, Minnie Lee 
Ce!rterette, Esther Naomi 
Carterette, Ruth Elizabeth 
1938 Che!mbers, Alme! 
1942 Chambers, Annie Mae 
1925 Che!mbers, Dorothy Arline 
1938 Che!mbers, Je!mes Riche!rd 
1938 Che!mbers, Ke!therine Me!rie 
1939 Cle!rk, Friede! 
1940 Cle!rk, Lucile Cherrie White-
1931 Cle!rk, Walter B. 
1925 Cleaves, Richard 
1930 Collins, Lettie Sibley 
1939 '''cooper, James L"me!r 
1929, Corrigcln, Joseph, Jr. 
1933 Cowdrick, Elizabeth 
1936 Cowdfick, Jesse Stanton 
193<i Cowdrick, Mary 
1923 ......... Cowdrick, Robert E. 
1938 Crofoot, Kenneth Stanley 
1927 Crouch, Joy Ollie 
1925 Crowder, IVe!n T. 
1926 Cruise, Joseph S. 
1942 De!rt, Ethel Me!Y 
1927 De!ughtrey, Edwin Fay 
1928 Davis, Charles Arthur, Jr. 
1938 De!vis, Doris 
1938 Deaux, Marge!ret Elize!beth 
1928 Dee!ux, We!lter E. 
1925 Dickerson, Lottie Gertrude 
1942 Dobbs, Joseph 
1940 DuBose, Jewell B. Johnson-
1937 Duge, John Frederick 
1936 Duge, Maisie Franz-
1942 Dunhe!m, Evelin Esther 
1921 Eldridge, Elaine Yeast-
1926 Elmore, Vincent M. Jr. 
1936 Esquilla, Victor William 
1926 Ferree, Nellie 
1936 Field, Clarence S. 
1929 Fields, Grace 
1928 Finley, Coralee C. Russell-
1935 Flanage!n, Laurene Allee 
1930 FolliS, Frances Me!xine 
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1942 
1942 
1940 
1942 
1931 
1936 
1939 
1940 
1927 
1927 
1938 
1935 
1923 
1931 
1923 
1925 
1938 
1923 
1936 
1937 
1937 
1936 
1927 
1937 
1942 
1938 
1936 
1937 
1930 
1931 
1931 
1931 
1942 
1936 
1926 
1930 
1936 
1928 
1920 
1938 
1930 
1929 
1939 
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Ford, Carroll 1938 I..--tngram, Ruth 1931 
Foshee, Earline 1930 Irwin, John D. 1940 
Foust, Talietha Belz- 1942 rlvey, Alyce M. 1939 
Fox, Catherine Geneva 1942 ~ Jaeger, Euphemia Macaulay- 1921 
Fox, Lorene Estelle Furch'ls- 1925 Jansen, John Muller 1927 
Franklin, Joseph Warren 1927 Johnson, Beulah Beatrice 1928 
Franz, Clyde O. 1932 Johnson, Opal Ann 1942 
Franz, Lois May Clark- 1934 Jones, Thelma 1926 
""-t=uller, Frederick E. 1923 Kenny, Hdzel Geraldi"e 1032 
Fuller, George Newton 1925 Kickliter, Helen Brown 1936 
Gardner, William 1938 King, Elmer R. 1932 
Gartley, Mary 1931 King, Elton B. 1929 
Gaver, Paul 1941 Klaus, Audrey Strail 1936 
Gibbs, Bernice Audree Hollister- 1924 Kuester, William E. 1929 
Glidewell, Mary 1939 • Landon, Elsie 1941 
Godd.srd, Eber Roland 1922 Leach, Roger Maiden- 1935 
Goodbrad, Burgess 1941 Leach, Virginia Ann 1929 
Goodbrad, John 1938 Lester, Flora 1938 
Hackleman, Thomas 1938 ,Lester, Vera Fay 1936 
Hadley, Jean Ellen 1939 Lester, Vesta 1938 
Hale, Doris June 1942 ( Levering, Irad Clete 1937 
Hale, Georgia 1937 ,lickey, Brent Zachery- 1924 
Hall, Albert N. 1935 I lighthall, Byron W. 1939 
Hall, Anna MoY Thompson- 1937 ,.louis, Carolyn 1929 
Hall, J. Thomas 1934 Loyd, Monroe Franklin 1930 
H!mmond, Paul 1926 Ludington, Clifford 1941 
Harding, Leta Leon 1934 Ludington, Louis 1940 
HassenpAug, Edward 1931 Lukat, Lucille Ward- 1937 
- Heacock, Loretta Ellen 1924 Lukat, Robert Timon 1937 
Hendershot, Hoyt 1941 Lundquist, Eric 1936 
~ Hendershot, Paul K. 1936 MacFarland, Martyn Ingram- 1936 
Herin, Mazie Alice 1937 Maey, Albery Hayne 1930 
Herndon, Benjamin E. 1942 Maiden, Frances 1935 
Hewitt, Opdl Augusta Freeze- 1936 <-Mdrtin, Anita 1924 
Hollcmd, James Carol 1925 . Mllrtin, Cecil Brllnson 1922 
Hooper, SlIrah Frances 1942 Mdrtin, Walter C. 1926 
Horning, Irma Lee Osteen- 1938 Mashburn, Mllry Ellen 1932 
t. Hoskins, Lell Lucille 1930 t-Mdthieu, Juanita 1941 
Hubbell, Alice Virgini. 1942 ,Mauldin, Lois Lorraine 1942 
Hunter, Donald Walter 1924 J Maxwell, Myrtle Vivian 1924 
Hunter, Donald Walter 1935 Medford, Menton Amos 1937 
Hutsell, Dorothy Ray 1937 Meister, Harold L. 1925 
.:. Huxtable, Thomas R. 1922 L.Meister, Rose A. 1921 
, Inllbinet, Julia E. 1922 Millard, Clay 1930 
Ingram, Ellen Elizabeth 1930 Miller, Opal Lucille 1932 
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Miller, Ruth McNight 1924 Roddy, James 1938 
Moore, Peirce Jones, Jr. 1939 Rogers, Malcolm Emory 1942 
<--Morgan, Bessie Lee 1921 Romans, Carl Frank 1937 
Mulford, Eileen Fern 1933 J--- Romedy, lillie Marie 1942 
Murchison, John S. 1924 Ruskjer, Violet 1938 
. Murphy, Clarence E. 1932 I Savelle, Flora 1935 
Murrell, Mae B. 1928 i Schroader, Irvin H. 1939 
McAlpine, Elenora 1938 Schultz, Alice Hubbell- 1924 
McAlpine, Nena May 1937 Seilaz, Margarete Frances 1939 
McLeod, James 1940 Simmons, Robin Everett 1937 
McLeod, John P. U. 1933 Shaw, Ward B. 1932 
McLeod, Mattie Mae Carter- 1940 Sheddan, Jack 1941 
""cCl~ .. ,!, AI~r .. d V 1928 Sheldon, H. Raymond 1931 
,--McClure, Howard t:verett 1927 Shelton, T. J. 1941 
McClure, Martha Carolyn 1932 Shephard, Evelyn Hamilton- 1926 
McClure, Nellie Nash- 1925 ,.Shephard, William 1926 
McClure, Warner E. 1925 Smith, Albert C. 1935 
,- McKee, A. D. 1930 Smith, Carl Jackson 1942 
McKee, Oather Dorris 1928 Smith, E. Lewell 1936 
,-McMahen, Ferrell Fay 1942 Smith, Jere Dyer 1924 
Morphew, Raymond 1938.t Smith, Nellie Jane 1940 
Newman, Clarence Eugene 1939, Snide, Hazel Brooks- 1940,1942 
Norrell, Milton G., Jr. 1942 Snide, June EVdngela 1942 
Odom, Martha Montgomery- 1924 Snide, Rollin 1940 
Oliphant, Walker 1938 Spanos, Alberta Marie Pines- 1932 
Ost, Blanche Black- 1936 Speyer, John F. 1929 
Ost, Walter M. 1932 . Sudduth, Lynne 1938 
P"lmer, Fred M. 1926 Teed, Eva Victoria 1925 
Parker, Philip 1938 Terry, Bertha Wolfe- 1929 
Parrish, Ruth Starr- 1926 Terry, Hollie T. 1921 
,Peavey, Lorabel 1941 Thomson, Ella Mae 1937 
Petty, Cecil 1941 Thomson, Thelma 1937 
Philmon, Mary l. 1934 ,_.Trammell, Edna Mae 1924 
Philpott, Frankie Johnson- 1933 ~ Travis, Grace Pirkle- 1931 
Pitton, Leslie 1940 Tolhurst, George Monroe, Jr. 1942 
Porter, Pauline Chapman- 1938 Tripp, Ruby 1940 
Purdie, Gladys 1941 Turner, Mary M. Luc"s 1934 
"-Randall, Anna Marjorie 1934 Wade, Bertha Statham- 1927 
Randall, Carol Christi,," 1932 Walker, Ottis 1933 
Ray, John William 1942 Waller, Louis Clinton 1939 
Reiber, Eunice Bell- 1938 Waller, Minnie Sue Bruce- 1938 
Reiber, Verlie 1938 Weir, Virginia Rosdlie 1936 
Reynolds, William Osbourne 1937 Wellman, Mildred Hust- 1940 
Rhew, Jesse N. Jr. 1932 Wellmdn, Wallace l. 1939 
Rilea, Frances E. 1929 West, Donald LeRoy 1942 
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Wildes, Ethel Sheldt 1929 Boswell, Frances Thelma 1933 
Wildes, Leslie Albert 1929 Botimer, Clare 1925 
Wilson, Eva Maude 1930 Botimer, Christel Kalar- 1922 
....wingate, Jean 1925 Botts, Betty 1941 ~ , 00 a , Irene Pointek- 1931 Bowen, Emory Earl 1937 
'1lI...l4 oolsey, C. A. 1923 Bowen, Harvey 1941 
• olFe, Wendell 1928 Bowen, Lyria Pauline T utton- 1937 
I Young, Faydette Yvonne Smith- 1924 Bowen, Thyra Ellen 1939 
.(.Z4Chary, Dema Malvina 1930 Boyd, Susannah H. Lucas- 1934 
Boyd Talmadge 1927 
Boyd, Vivian 1931 
Preparatory Boykin, Helen Watts- 1929 
Boynton, Kenneth Elmer 1942 
Aiken, Carl 1924 Boynton, Paul C. 1937 
Ake, Delota Karr 1942 Boynton, Ruby Jean 1937 
Alderman, Craig 1933 Braddock, H. A. Jr. 1930 
Alderman, Evelyn Shivers- 1941 Braddock, Jennie Clarke- 1928 
Allen, Addie Marie 1931 -Bradley, Mildred Emanuel- 1923 
Allen, Eldine 1940 Bradley, Walter Hoffman 1924 
Amacker, Janet Catherine 1938 Briggs, Esther 1941 
Anderson, Ansel A. 1930 Brooke, Maude M. 1922 
Anderson, Clara Mae 1930 Brown, Lula Hilda 1921 
Anderson, Evelyn 1935 Burch, Alta Dupree 1939 
Anderson, Ruth Elizabeth 1939 Burdick, J. Gordon, Jr. 1934 
Andre, Lois Juanita Pittman- 1932 Burke, Thyra Doreen 1927 
Andrews, Robert M. 1935 Burtz, India Virginia 1929 
Artress, Lynn 1931 Bush, Percy 1938 
Ashlock, Marcella Klock- 1919 Byrd, Arthur 1925 
Austin, James E. 1937 Carter, Minnie Lee 1927 
Backus, James T. 1931 Case, Alice T. 1920 
Bailey, Ouinnette Maxwell- 1935 Casey, Lillian Emerson- 1918 
Barnes, Bertram B. 1937 Chambers, Alma Clyde 1936 
Barnes, Edna Cleo Nix- 1936 Chambers, Annie Mae 1939 
Barto, Leonard W. 1932 Chambers, Dorothy Arline 1929 
Beach, C. W. 1939 Chambers, James Richard 1933 
Beardsleu, Dorothy Shedden- 1931 Chambers, Katherine Viola 1937 
Beaty, Patsy Louise 1930 Chapman, Grace Coppage- 1927 
Bee, Clifford 1926 Chapman, Opal Lee 1934 
Bell, Harold 1941 Chapman, Vaughtie Elizabeth 1934 
Bender, Thomas William 1928 Clark, Lucile Cherrie White- 1924 
Benjamin, Lois Ruth 1934 Clark, Walter B. 1925 
Bird, Ellen Gould 1921 Clymer, Irma Halliday- 1921 
Bird, Elena Roberta 1934 Cobb, Maybelle Harrold- 1929 
Bishop, Rozelle Morton- 1926 Chastain, Rosalind F. Murphy- 1928 
Bloomster, Esther 1940 Chisholm, Darrell Frank 1942 
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Cockrell, Vann 1941 Edwards, Bernc!rd Elmo 1931 
Coggin, Bonnie Cc!therine 1930 Edwards, John 1941 
Coggin, Charles Benjc!min 1925 Egger, Selma 1931 
Coggin, Nanette McDonald- 1925 Ellis, Helen Mae 1929 
Cothren, Edythe O. Stephenson- 1931 Elmore, Winona Hawthorne 1932 
Cone, Robert Lincoln 1936 Evans, Leonard 1941 
Conger, Jake R. 1919 Fant, Cathryn Nadine 1939 
Cooksey, Annie Bird- 1925 Farley, Mary Edrle 1923 
Coolidge, W. Everett 1935 FdYdrd, Irene 1941 
Covington, Edythe Viola 1937 Ficklen, Beatrice Ardell 1931 
Cowdrick, Mary Ruth 1933 Field, Clarence S. 1918 
Crabtree, Ira Russell 1936 Fields, Grace Louise 1936 
Crowder, Katharyn Anderson 1926 Fields, Marjories luciLe 1929 
Cruise, Joseph A. 1934 Finley, Cordlee, C. Russell 1929 
Cunningham, James Page 1939 Finley, Josephine Hautense 1929 
Currey, Lillian Louisa 1927 Fleenor, Herbert 1941 
Curtis, Glenn 1918 Foley, Dayton 1936 
'Curtis, Helen L. 1923 Foley, M. Elaine 1934 
Curtis, Ruth Deyo- 1927 Follis, Florence 1940 
Damon, Georgette 1941 Ford, Jdmes Frederick 1942 
Dc!mon, Robert 1940 Ford, Olive Rose 1942 
Ddrt, Merrill Oren 1925 Ford, Robert R. 1930 
Davis, Dorothy Avaleen 1936 Foster, Minard Irwin 1931 
Davis, Eloise Hoskins- 1918 Fountain, Katie Mde 1'924 
Davis, Lester S. 1927 Frank, Belva Grace 1934 
Davis, Lyda Ruth Leach- 1926 Frdnklin, Ellen H. Lundquist- 1932 
Davis, Pec!rI Owen 1936 Frdnklin, Joseph Warren 1920 
Dedi, Bowmc!O 1940 F rench, Richard C. 1930 
Dickerson, Lottie Gertrude 19-28 Friberg, August 1926 
Dickerson, Marjorie E. Riggs- 1931 Fuller, Frederick E.- 1921 
Dickmc!n, Lyda Mae 1933 Fuller, George Virley 1942 
Dillc!rd, Eugene 1937 Gc!rdiner, Zoe Schreve- 1918 
Dobbs, Joseph D. 1930 Gatlin, Mary 1921 
Doering, Klarissc! 1929 Gattis, Alice Lillian 1928 
Dortch, Kathryn 1941 Geeting, Tiny Violet Priest- 1925 
Dortch, Virginia Veach- 1928 ~ibbs, Bernice Audree Hollister- 1923 
Douglas, Pdul 1941 Goodbrad, Burgess 1938 
Douglas, Willic!m Wesley, Jr. 1936 Goodbrad, John 1935 
LuBose, Jewell Johnson- 1928 Gordon, James L. 1920 
Duse, Mildred Elizdbeth Franz- 1933 Grant, Sara Jean 1936 
Dunham, Evelin Esther 192~raves, Cecil F. 1923 
Dunhc!m, Gerald Oscc!r 193 Graves, Lucile Whiteneck- 1922 
East, Mc!bel Ovella 1936 Groth, Wilber H. 1930 
Edgmon, Eunice 1938 Groth, Evelyn Vivian 1931 
Edmister, Melvin H. 1937 Guenterburs, Bernard 1926 
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Haddad, Simonne 
Hllir, Mllrthll Ivy 
HIIII, Albert N. 
Hall, Arthur Lee 
HIIII, Novelill Mile Orenduff-
Hall, Thomlls 
Hllivorsen, Forest E. 
Hsmpton, Lucile 
Harding, Letll Leon 
Hllughey, Ratie Mae 
Hayes, J. W. 
Hllyward, Jdmes Otis 
Hllywllrd, Joseph Cldusen 
Harvey, Robertll 
Hazelton, LJ Vdnne 
Heer, Robert Fred 
Hendershot, Hoyt V. 
Hendershot, Pdul Kenneth 
Hewitt, Opdl Augustd Freeze-
Hickmdn, James Wesley, Jr. 
Hilderbrandt, Henry 
Hilderbrandt, Mildred 
Hines, Ruth 
Hogan, Charles A. 
-'Holland, James Carl 
Holland, Shermlln 
Hollar, Richard Lee 
Home, Edrline Taylor-
Hooper, Ralston 
Horne, Herbert Nicholas 
Hughes, Evan 
Howard, Edgllr 
Hughes, Mamie Jane Songer-
Hubbell, Alfred 
Hughes, Ross Eugene 
Hunter, Dondld 
Hust, Austin 
Hust, Opal 
Huxtdble, Mildred Evelyn 
Indbinet, Julia E. 
Ingram, Ellen 
Ingrllm, Ruth Marguerite 
Jacobs, Cdrl L. 
Jacobs, RdY Lester 
Jacobs, Ruth Evelyn Kneeland-
J.smeson, Maisie White-
1934 Jameson, Violo Hervey 
1930 Jdnsen, John Muller 
1932 Jensen, Mabel Graves-
1939 Johnson, Addd 
1933 Johnson, Beulah Beatrice 
1930 Johnson, Marjorie O. 
1939 Johnson, Oscar 
1926 Johnston, Bertha Lee Braddock-
1932 Jones, JUdnita Grace Pipkin-
1942 Jorgensen, Mamie Jones-
1922 Jones, Gertrude Louise 
1942 Kaillr, Addie MIlY 
10)),28 Kdnedster, Dorothy 
1928~· Kenny, E. Fisher 
1928 Kenny, Edna May Cdrlisle-
1939 enny, E. Levon 
1937 Kiker, Wm. Wilson 
1929 )(illen, Nobill.\lIen 
1934 King, Eleanor Winnogene 
1936 King, Elmer R. 
1937 King, Elton B. 
1930 King, Ruby B. 
1938 King, Ruth L. 
1932 Kjos, Emma M. 
1923 Klooster, Carol Evelyn 
1940 Knight, Pdul 
1927 Kuester, Willidm E. 
1929 Lambert, John Letson 
1940 Lawson, Ida Marguerite Moore-
1927 Leach, Pdul H. 
1938 Leach, Roger Mae Mdiden-
1940 Leach, Virginia Ann 
1929 Linderman, Mary Evelyn 
1926 Lilly, Gladys Alois 
1942 Lilly, Lewie John 
1922 Lilly, Marguerite Barrow-
1941 Lockamy, Ollie Mae 
1941 Loftin, Evelina 
1937 Loftin, Max 
1920 Lohr, Meitha Welmll 
1928 Lorren, Bobbie Louise Hickman-
1929 Lorren, Cloie Ashby 
1927 Lorren, Felton 
1927 Lorren, Robert Eddie 
1929 Lorren, Ruby L. 
1918 Lorren, Thos. Alton 
1931 
1925 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1942 
1920 
1936 
1936 
1920 
1929 
1917 
1941 
1928 
1928 
1929 
1939 
1921 
1927 
1929 
1927 
1932 
1934 
1932 
1937 
1938 
1927 
1927 
1930 
1924 
1933 
1927 
1937 
1925 
1925 
1931 
1936 
1936 
1940 
1921 
1932 
1931 
1930 
1929 
1932 
1929 
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Lorren, Vivian Etherton- 1929 McClure, Cllrolyn 1930 
Louis, Carolyn 1927 McClure, Edith Bird- 1928 
Loyd, Monroe F. 1928 McGee, Jeanettll M. Hardin- 1920 
Ludington, Don Clifford, Jr. 1939 McGhie, Audley H. 1928 
Ludington,"'Louis 1938 McKee, A. D. 1927 
Lundquist, Lorene Clark- 1925 McKee, Lois 1940 
Lundquist, Eric 1928 McKee, Oather Dorris 1927 
Luttrell, Margie Pauline 1930 McLennan, Sanford Horton 1928 
Lysinger, H. Peirce 1937 McNett, Viola Leone 1928 
MacFarland, Martyn Ingram- 1933 McSwain, Ninette E. 1931 
Maddox, Nellie Lee Henderson- 1924 Nail, Nansie Christine 1925 
Magoon, David Albert 1939 Nethery, Ronald Jay 1927 
Maiden, Frances 1931 Nethery, Raymond 1.928 
Manous, N. Levern 1931 Newton, Ruth Louzene 1927 
Manuel, Raymond 1940 Nordan, Nancy Elizabeth 1937 
Marshall, Minna H. 1930 Nurrell, Alto Parker- 1940 
Martin, Cecil Branson- 1920 Norrell, Milton 1940 
Mashburn, Mary Ellen 1929 Null, Gladys Lavinill 1930 
Mdthieu, Raymond 1941 Oakes, Grantham 1937 
Medford, Menton Amos 1934 Oakes, Warren 1941 
Meister, Adam George 1942 O'Brien, Thelmll Wallace- 1925 
Meister, Rose A. 1920 Odom, Lela Perry- 1924 
Meyer, Cleo Anams 1926 Odom, Martha Montgomery- 1922 
Miller, Dora 1928 Odom, Robert Leo 1924 
Miller, Harold A., Jr. 1942 Ortner, Harriet 1938 
Miller, Lora 1940 Ost, Walter M. 1929 
Mills, George 1938 Page, Marie Edith 1936 
Minner, Fred 1940 Palmer, Fred M. 1925 
Minner, Wendell 1941 Parrish, Ruth Starr- 1925 
Minnick, S. Fulton 1924 Payne, Donald E. 1935 
Minnick, Martha Harrold- 1924 Payne, Laurence 1938 
Mitchell, Eleanora Ruth 1937 Pelot, Mell 1938 
Moore, Miriam 1941 Perez, Arturo Pastor 1939 
Moore, Mary E. 1935 Pervis, Gracie Bedube- 1940 
Morgan, Bessie Lee 1920 Pervis, Harold 1938 
Morgan, Margie 1941 Petty, Thurman Clayton 1936 
Morrow, Irmie Lee 1930 Phelps, Betty Jeane 1942 
Mouchon, Dorothy Peppers- 1927 Philpott, Johnson, Frankie- 1927 
Mulford, Eileen Fern 1931 Philmon, Clara Nell 1936 
Mulholland, Mabel Branson- 1920 "...-pierce, Alicy Lay 1923 
Mulliken, Ethel L. 1920 Pillsbury, Ruth Iva 1928 
Mundy, Louis C. 1942 Pitton, Leslie 1938 
Murphey, Hickman, Valda Mary- 1939 Pitton, A. Marlete T urner- 1932 
Murrell, Mae B. 1926 POintek, Irene 1929 
McBrayer, Ruth 1926 Porter, Charles Morris 1937 
McCaughan, Virginia 1926 Porter, Elizabeth Ewell Bell- 1931 
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Porter, Grace M. 1924 Scott, Bernice Inez Beauchamp- 1930 
Porter, Forrest Fred 1927 Scott, Forest W. 1931 
Price, Rolland Ray 1935 Self, Sadie 1936 
Purdie, Gladys Alma 1937 Shaw, Ward B. 1930 
Pursley, Norma B. 1937 Sheddan, William E. 1935 
Rainwater, Alberta Reiber- 1927 Shelton, Marian Allen- 1941 
Rllndall, Anna Marjorie 1930 Shorter, Louise Scherer- 1938 
Randall, Carol Christian 1926 Shorter, Roland 1938 
Rand"II, Shirley Louise Ashton- 1933 Shull, Dale Hdyward- 1925 
Rdnddll, Winslow 1924 Sisk, Louise 1936 
RdY, Willard Frdnklin 1924 Slate, Herman Ivan 1925 
Raymond, Rdlph 1917 Smith, Alvan M. 1930 
Reese, Henry lionel, Jr. 1931 Smith, Edwina 1941 
Reiber, Evelyn 1926 Smith, E. Lewell 1930 
Reiber, Jessie 1941 Smith, F. LaVerne 1928 
Reiber, Marian S. 1935 Smith, Nellah 1928 
Reiber, Verlie Norma 1936 Snide, June 1940 
Richardson, Jellnette Harriet 1921 Snide, Rollin 1938 
Richey, Dorothy 1938 Soule, Martha 1941 
Riled, Florence Bird 1931 Speyer, John F. 1927 
Ritter, Mildred M. 1932 Stafford, Errol G. 1927 
Rogers, Emory 1940 Stagg, Arthur Ritchey 1925 
Rogers, Mack Ray 1942 Stagg, Jennie 1928 
Rogers, Samuel Earl 1924 Starkey, Glenn 1941 
Rogers, Verna McRae- 1924 Starkey, Goldie Estella 1935 
Romens, Carl F. 1935 Steinman, Donald V. 1927 
Rottmiller, Carol 1938 Stephenson, Carey Gartley- 1931 
Ruskjer, Nina Louise Shot':maker- 1936 Stephenson, George B. 1932 
Ruskjer, Violet Evangeline 1935 Stewart, Alvin 1941 
Russell, Eva 1919 Stewart, Ervin B. 1942 
Rutledge, Christine 1937 Stewart, Nellie Jane 1942 
Rutledge, Dorothy Ellen 1933 Straight, Alfred 1927 
Rutledge, Rebecca 1940 Strickland, Emogene Shirley 1937 
" Sammer, Harold H. 1927 Stridkland, Marguerite Fay 1937 
..sarrett, Annie Lou 1923 Strickland, Thomas D. 1927 
Sarrett, Polly 1926 Strickland, Sarah Edwards- 1924 
Sdvt':lIe, Velma 1929 Strickland, Mona Deyo 1924 
Savelle, Walter Carlyle 1937 Stromberg, Ross 1931 
Sawers, Helen Jeanne 1921 Sudduth, Laura Lynne 1935 
Scalt':s, Ewell D., Jr. 1934 Summerour, Brooke 1938 
Scales, Ldwrence 1941 Summerour, Elizabeth Jane 1942 
Schleiffer, Stanley 1938 Summerour, Sue 1940 
Schmehl, Nondes 1928 Sutter, Romona Stephenson- 1931 
Schmidt, Doris Barbara Kirstein- 1930 SWdin, J. Marshall 1929 
Schutter, Emma Frances 1929 Swenson, Bernice Elsie 1937 
Scola, Bernice WiI,son- 1921 Taylor, Lucille 1938 
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Taylor, Malvina Zachary- 1929 Whittaker, Frances Kathleen 1935 
Terry, Hollis T. 1926 Wiler, Dorothy Virginia Davis- 1929 
Terry, Bertha Wolfe- 1926 Wilhelm, Kathryn A. Stephenson- 1933 
Thomas, Dorothy Virginia 1939 Willidms Bertha R. 1936 
Thomas, Roger Allan 1936 Willidms, Edythe Cobet- 1930 
Thorpe, June 1941 Willidms, Lond M. Oittenden- 1935 
Thurber, Evelyn Lucile 1926 Willidms, Mildred Olinger- 1923 
Timmons, Bedtrice E. 1929 Williams, Wdlter E. 1930 
Trammell, Ednd Mae 1924 Wilson, EVd Maude 1927 
Travis, Joe V. 1929 Wilson, Robbie Gertrude 1938 
Travis, Frances Mdrie Webb- 1928 Woodall, Herman N. 1929 
Travis, Nelle Grdce Pirkle- 1929 'We eel, 9uIjs;at;; le. IU;I 
Trawick, Clarence Lafayette 1936 Woods, Janice 1941 
Treece, Eva A. 1931 Wegd j · f ,'! I 11!6 
Treece, Mable Agnes 1927 Wood, Robert H. 1942 
T rummer, Mdx J. 1942 Wood, Rosdbelle 1922 
Trummer, Sdrita 1938 Woods, Cecil 1922 
Turner, Carmen 1940 Woolsey, Cora Fox- 1922 
Turner, Mary M. 1932 Wrenn, Helen 1941 
"-Ulmer, Sanford Horton 1923 Yarberry, Mdry 1938 
Ulmer, Dorothy May 1930 
Ulrich, John Lanton 1932 
Vining, Noble Barnes, Jr. 1936 
Wade, Thelma Gaskell- 1928 Collegiate 1943 
Wade, Verda Maurine 1931 Bowen, John Harvey 
Walker, Beryl 1928 Byrd, Mdrilynn Estelle 
Walker, Edna 1941 Cdrithers, JUdnitd Jo 
Walleker, Sddie Rogers- 1917 Cochran, Ethel Maridn 
Ward, Edna 1919 Conger, Jessie Eileen 
Watts, Ralph S. 1924 Davis, Edith Lorraine 
Weaver, Billie 1930 Howard, Edgar Randall 
Weaver, Fredd Belle 1927 Jones, Elvine 
Webb, Eleanor Mary- 1921 Keplinger, John E. 
Webster, Frederick C. 1934 Lysek, Theodore M. 
Webster, Vesta JdY 1929 
Wellman, Mildred M. Hust- 1937 Mdrquis, Grdyce M. 
West, Dondld 1940 McCullough, Dorthed Idd 
Westcott, Albert G. 1928 McDdniel, William Lamar 
Wheeler, Alice Marie 1931 McKee, Lois Evelyn 
Wheeler, Ben Ddvid 1942 Moore, Miridm Grdce 
Wheeler, Ird Francis 1939 Murphy, Drew Bennett 
Whisendnt, Jdmes 1940 Parks, Merlyn Jane 
White, N. B. 1933 Rebok, Jedn Elizabeth 
Whitehedd, J. H. Jr. 1939 Reed, Dorothy Aline 
Whiteneck, Delores 1928 Schomburg, William Marshd" 
Whitmdn, Fuller 1929 Thorpe, June 
White, Mary Eulala 1930 Willidms, Eldoris Elaine 
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PreparCltory 1943 
Abston, Dorothy Maye 
Cdllis, Mary Sue 
CClrpenter, Mdrgaret Virginid 
Carter, Flossie Lorene 
- Dowlen, Dorothy Inez 
Ellis, Agnes JUdnitd 
Gerber, Elnora Mae 
Gerber, Mildred A. 
Griffith, Jack E. 
Hamilton, Thomas H., Jr. 
HClsty, Bernice Irene 
Henderson, Orville Rogers 
Herncmdez, Rene Agustin 
Howard, Betty Jedne 
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Hayward, Mina Ruth 
Jobe, Frank Wilson 
Johnson, Bobbie Faye 
Koch, Gunter Werner 
McClellan, Frances 
Miles, Ula Marian 
Ralls, Beatrice Aline 
Risetter, Ruth Margaret 
Semmens, Roland Robert 
Soule, Anna Mae 
Wdrd, Jack Pearce 
Wheeler, Estelle Jeane 
Wood, Edward Charles 
Wrenn, Mafgaret Inez 
Wrenn, MClrie Vernond 
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GRADUATES OF SOUTHERN L~a, Ruby 1915 -
TRAINING SCHOOL Light, Amy Elois~ 1905 .-Light, Amy Elois~ 1907 -
Armstead, Etta Reeder- 1908 ~Lowry, Gentry G. 1908 
'. 
Beugnet, Harold V. 1911 Lowry, B~rtha Burrow- 1905 
'J> 
Brickey, Collin P~rish 1906 Maddox, Robert Fer. 1905 
Brooke, Howell 1907 Maxwdl, Carl 1908 
Brown, Grace M. Craw- 1909 Maxwell, Myrtle V. 1912 
Brown, Grac~ M. Craw- 1911 Melendy, L~slie S. 1909 
, C"IIicot, Re~st" 1912 Mitchell, John Russ~1I 1905 
_ Callicot, Vesta 1912 Mitchell, John Russ~1I 1906 
-
Callicott, B~uldh 1907 Morph~w, Hub~rt 1905 
.' Clark, Stanley 1915 Mount, Bessi~ 1915 
Coble, Josephine Franklin- 1915 Moy~rs, Flora Dortcll- 1905 
-/ Cochrdn, Cldude M. 1910 Moy~rs, Sdmu~1 1907 
Cornish, Mdrtha 1907 Pdyn~, D~ Ettd Mdric 1905 
Davis, Flor~nce Whitney- 1910 Presley, Jenet E .. 1910 
Dill~n, Daniel W. 1911 Reeder, Edna T rdvis- 1909 
Dixon. Nellie Travis- 1907 Rob~rts, Benjamin L~e 1905 
Dortch, Claude L. 1909 Schultz, Otto 1908 
Emmerson, Nina Reynolds- 1907 Smith, Mabel F. Mitch~lI- 1911 
Foster, Augustus H. 1911 Smith, Nannie Ma~ 1911 
Gray, Agnes, Sinclair- 1908 Smith, Parizetta F. 1910 
Gray, Alic~ 1915 Spear, Lllwr~nc~ 1908 
Grounds, John 1915 Spire, Mrs. E. C. 1908 
Hamilton, Bettie 1908 Summerour, Grady~ Brooke- 1907 
Harrison, Elizabeth Van Voorhis- 1911 Summerour, Gradye Brooke- 1908 
Harrison, Harlan 1911 T ~nney, Earl 1906 
Haughey, Rachel Vre~ldnd- 1905 Van Voorhis, Margaret Hildebr.nd-
Hetherington, Alice J. 1909 1905 
Hetherington, M"ri~ Van Kirk- 1909 Van Voorhis, Lawrenc~ D. 1908 
Hewitt, Carl 1908 Vick, Mary Vre~land- 1911 
Highsmith, Alvah 1915 ,. Wade, Edith 1908 
Hollingsworth, Elsi~ M. 1905 .... Wdd~, L~slie 1907 
Hoskins, Bessi~ Seagraves 1915 ... Washburn, Effi~ N~lson 1915 
Howard, Ellis 1915 _ Webb, Benjamin F. 1910 
_ Jacobs, Bertha Lea- 1905 -.Webb, Howard 1905 
'" 
Jacobs, Burton L. 1911 - Webb, Valah C. Dillen- 1911 - 15' 
, J~ys, Earl 1915 Whitmore,Mamie Hightow~r- 1915 
-
Jeys, G~orge 1915 _Woodall, Marion Luth~r 1905 
Kozel, Rosd M. 1910_ Wright, John F. 1911 
Lacey, Flora Dawson 1915l- Wright, Lynn~ Rllinw"t~r· 1911 
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